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Prosocial behavior and self-concept have been studied separately 
by researchers with little attention given to a possible linkage. The 
primary purpose of this study was to examine the relations between 
chi 1 dren·s spontaneous and requested prosoci a 1 behaviors (he 1 ping, 
sharing, comforting, and cooperating) as they re 1 ated to self-concept 
(physical, social, and personal). The prosocial behaviors of 58 
kindergarten children were observed in their classrooms during free 
play activities over a seven week period. Each child's self-concept 
was assessed by The Purdue Se 1 f Concept Sea 1 e For Preschoo 1 
Children. Classroom teachers responded to questionnaires evaluating 
children's prosocial behaviors and their self-concepts. In addition, 
children provided evaluations of their peers· prosocial behaviors in 
persona 1 interviews. 
Doto analysis revealed significant relations between the combined 
aggregate of spont aneous prosoci a 1 behovi ors and overa 11 se 1 f-
concept; total cooperating with self-concept; spontaneous 
cooperating with self-concept; physical, social, and personal self-
concepts with spontaneous cooperating; and between teacher ratings 
of requested prosociol behaviors and children's observed requested 
actions. Non significant relations were found between total prosociol 
behavior and total self-concept; total prosociol behavior and physical , 
persona 1, and soci a 1 se 1 f-concept; spontaneous he 1 ping, sharing, 
comforting, and cooperating with self-concept; and requested helping, 
shoring, comforting, and cooperating with se 1 f-concept. A 1 so non 
significant were the relations between physical, social, and personal 
self-concepts and spontaneous helping and shoring, and also requested 
helping, shoring, and cooperating. No significant differences were 
found between boys and girls with regard to helping, shoring, 
comforting, and cooperating prosoci a 1 behaviors. Teacher eva 1 uat ion 
of children's spontaneous prosociol behaviors and their self-concept 
were also non significant. Non significant relations were found 
between peer nominations of helping, shoring, comforting, and 
cooperating behaviors with children's observed helping, shoring, 
comforting, and cooperating behaviors. 
Future researchers may consider varying the prosociol behavior 
observational techniques and self-concept assessments used in this 
study. Classroom teachers ore encouraged to use various modeling 
and reinforcement techniques to promote children's prosocial 
behaviors. They are also encouraged to provide children with 
developmentally appropriate classroom practices that challenge their 
personal, social, ond physical abilities, thus promoting positive self-
concepts. 
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Helping, shoring, dom1ting, coopen:1ting, emd comforting are 
prosocial octions thot individuols begin to display ot on early age. 
For years, it was assumed that young children were not capable of 
exhibiting these prosoci a 1 behaviors in their interactions with other 
children ond edults. However, an extensive body of research on 
prosocial behaviors in young children has provided evidence 
challenging this assumption. Young children are now described as 
individuals who ere capable of positively meeting the physical and 
emotional needs of others through their prosociol actions. Yet there 
appear to be individual differences in the quality and the frequency of 
these behaviors. What factors predispose some children to engage in 
acceptable social behaviors such as sharing, helping, and cooperating 
more than others? What accounts for these individual differences in 
prosoci a 1 behaviors? 
In the present study o positive self-concept is viewed as fl 
consequential determinant of prosocial behaviors. This view is 
supported by two lines of research in which both ore traced to early 
parent-child interaction. These connections are made explicit in 
recent f ormulotions of attachment theory. Another line of research 
guided by the social cognitive perspective attributes the development 
of prosociol behavior and self-understanding to increosed levels of 
perspective-taking and differentiation abilities. 
Theoret i ca 1 Framework 
Attachment Perspective 
Chil dren·s first soci a 1 and emot i ona 1 encounters genera 11 y occur 
within the family settings in wh1ch children are exposed to various 
opportunities for interactions with their primary caregivers. The 
quality of these social interactions during infancy, and the primary 
relationships subsequently forme1d, are viewed by theorists such as 
Bowlby ( 1973) as significant factors influencing the patterning of 
children's personalities (Bretherton, 1985). This position is clearly 
depicted in the underlying assumptions of attachment theory. Bowlby 
(1973) emphasized the importance of early parent-child relationships 
and their effects on children's later social and emotional development 
(Cohn, 1990). The quality of early relationships with primary 
caregivers and the expectations associated with them in terms of the 
caregivers· responsiveness and availability, are believed (Bowlby, 
1973) to shape children's self-concepts and their prosocial behaviors. 
Formulations of attachment theory may therefore connect two 
separate lines of research, one in which positive parent-child 
relationships are related to prosocial behavior and another in which 
positive parent-child relationships are related to self-concept 
deve 1 opment. 
Bowlby ( 1973) suggested that carryover effects of early 
attachment relationships to future social-emotional development are 
motivated by the "internal working models" that children come to 
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formulate about themselves and their primary caregivers. Richters 
rind Waters ( 1991) explain that these models, which ore formed in 
earlier encounters with primary caregivers, ore representational 
systems of feelings, expectotions, beliefs, and ottitudes about the 
self, primary caregivers, and the world. These mental 
representotions guide expectotions of others ond the self (Bowlby, 
1973). I nterno 1 working mode 1 s o 1 so guide chi 1 dren's socio 1 behovi ors 
and evaluations of sociol experiences ond encounters (Bretherton, 
1965), os well os determine how future relotionships ore estoblished 
ond mointoined (Bowlby, 1973). These models thot children construct 
from eorly relotionships hove profound effects on how the self ond 
others ore viewed, thus offecting the quolity of future sociol 
interoctions (Bowlby, 1973; Bretherton, 1965). 
Children who experience sensitive ond responsive caregiving 
f ormulote mental models of coregivers os responsive, helpful, ond 
ovoilable and thus, develop complementory models of the self os 
voluoble (Bowlby, 1973; Erickson, Sroufe, & Egelond, 1965). Children 
who hove incorporated o positive sense of self ond of others into 
their working models ore generolly expected to monifest sociol 
competence ond positive self-esteem. They ore olso expected to 
opprooch novel situotions with confidence ond their encounters with 
peers ore olso expected to be positive (Bowlby, 1973; Erickson et ol., 
19B5; Sroufe & Woters, 1977). Children who hove experienced 1 ess 
responsive relationships, on the other hand, are expected to develop 
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working models of parents os rejecting and formulote complementflry 
models of themselves as unworthy of love, help, or support which in 
turn foster o lack of confidence in peer relations (Bowlby, 1973). 
Strong support hos been presented for Bowlby's origin61 cl6ims 
thot the quolity 6nd security of the p6rent-child early relationship 
influences future social re lot ions. Erickson et 61. ( 1985) found that 
children from insecure fl ttachment re lot ionships displ ayed poor social 
skills, less compliance, expressed neg6tive emotions, ond exhibited 
higher rotes of dependency behoviors in comparison to their securely 
attached counterparts. Sroufe, Fox, 6nd Pancake ( 1983) found that 
securely attached children were less emotionally dependent on their 
preschool teachers then insecurely attached children who displayed 
gre6ter 6mounts of dependency behaviors. 
M6tos, Arends, end Sroufe ( 1978) provided further support for 
continuity ond persistence between earlier flttochment relations end 
l6ter soci61 functioning. They found that securely 6ttached inf6nts 
showed more positive offect, enthusi6sm, 6nd persistence in 
problem-solving, while insecurely ottoched children displayed poor 
social adaptation skills. Securely attached children were also 
chorocteri zed by Pastor ( 1981) os more competent, socio 1, 
cooperative, ,md showed greater peer orientation. 
Although the attachment perspective hos not specifically 
addressed the mechanisms through which early pflrent-child relfltions 
might foster prosocifll behoviors 6nd social competence (Richters & 
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Woters, 1991), the research cited above brings this issue into 
perspective: ·prosocial and antisocial behaviors can often be 
understood within the context or the relationship in which they occur, 
and indeed the very first relationships the infant establishes provide 
the first opportunities for prosocial and antisocial encounters· 
(Waters et. a 1., 1986, p. 109). Security of attachment is thus be 1i eved 
to be fostered by prosocial interactions within the parent-child 
relationship characterized by caring, cooperating, sharing, helping, 
and coordinated interactions between the child and primt1ry caregiver 
(Waters et. ol., 1986). 
It follows from the attachment perspective that children who 
have formed securely attached relationships develop expectations and 
perspectives of the self as worthy ond that others are olso worthy of 
positive social interactions. These children would be expected to 
display more sociolly competent interactions, cooperative behaviors, 
and be more socially oriented. Feelings about the self which 
ultimately influence socio I behaviors are perceived by Bowlby ( 1973) 
as emanating from the Quality of parent-child relationships. 
Researchers in the oreo of self-concept deYelopment hoYe 
repeatedly suggested that individuals behave in accordance with their 
perceptions of themselves (Epstein, 1973; Marshall, 1989). 
Attachment research contributes further to this stance with 
longitudinal evidence suggesting that perceptions of the .self and 
subsequent social interactions have been greatly influenced by the 
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QU61ity of earlier p1:1rent-chfld rel1:1tionships (Bowlby, 1973). This 
.. 
1ine of rese1:1rch suggests then that 6 rel1:1tionship between se1f-
concept 6nd prosoch:tl beh6Yior should eppeer et 6n early ege. 
Socjal Cognitive Perspective 
Rese6rch in soci6l cognition (Shantz, 1963) stresses the 
importance of cognitive structures for self-knowledge 6nd soc161 
beh1:1viors. Bretherton ( 1985) suggested that the representational 
models of self which ere centr61 to 6U6chment theory need to be 
reconsidered in light of soc16J cognitive rese6rch. Soci6l cognition 
may be defined as the: ·conceptions and reasoning about people, the 
self, relations between people, social groups, roles Hnd rules, and the 
rel6tions of such conceptions to social beh6vior· (Shantz, 1962, p. 
376). Within this view, relationships between socf6l behavior and 
cognition Hre perceived 6S recfproc61 ones in which social beh6vior 
gives rtse to cognitions (Fisk & Tyler, r 964). 
A basic assumption of social cognition f s that chfldren's growing 
perspective-taking skf11s influence their concepts of self and others 
(Shontz, 1963; Mecc6, Smelser, & VesconceJJos, 1989). The ebility to 
understond ond perceive whot others ore experiencing is viewed os 0 
necessary prerequisite to acting on their behalf (Radke-Y6rrow, Zahn-
Waxler, & Ch6pm6n, 1983). When the child disploys prosocial octs of 
helping and comforting, for ex6mple, thes~ acts are considered to 
heve originoted from the child's 6bility to perceiYe the others· 
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discomfort and behove in ways that minimize such experiences 
(Shantz, 1963). 
The child's increosed level of perspective-toking is not only 
perceived os giving rise to prosociol behaviors, but olso os on 
influential factor in the development of self-conceptions. With 
increased perspective-taking skills, children become more aware of 
how others perceive and react to them, and these perception in turn 
are incorporoted into their self-concepts (Harter, 1983; Small, 1990). 
It has been suggested (Damon & Hart, 1982) that both the knowledge 
of the self and the awareness of others· perspectives are discovered 
simultaneously through the course of interaction among those two 
forces. Such interactions provide children with opportunities for 
comparing and differentiating themselves from other children and 
adults. This position supports the early views of theorists such as 
Cooley ( 1964) and Mead ( 1934) who have proposed that the sense of 
se 1 f deve 1 ops and is enhanced through the process of socio 1 
interaction. 
AS already noted, 6 prerequisite to prosocial behavior is an 
increosed level of perspective toking, which involves o 
differentiation between the self ond others (Pioget, 1926). The 
beginnings of a differentiated self concept emerges over the first 
two years of life os the child begins to seporote his/her emotions ond 
actions from those of others within the physical and social 
environment (Mecca et al., 1989). Hoffman ( 1988) supported this 
7 
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position and suggested that the pro~ess of self /other differentiation 
develops by the second year of life with increasing empathic and 
perspective-taking abHities. He nlso proposed that differentiation 
between the self and others is an essential prerequisite to oltruistic 
behaviors (Hoffman, 1966). 
Much of the research pertaining to prosocial behavior within the 
past two decodes has focused on the relationship between the child's 
ability to take the perspectives of others and how this ob11ity may 
influence prosocial behaviors. Outcomes of such research studies 
hove demonstrated a pattern of possible correlations between the 
ability to behove prosocitilly ond perspective-toking. Shontz ( 1983) 
reported thtit while there is some evidence of a relationship between 
social cognitive abilities such os perspective-taking ond prosocial 
behtiviors (Buckley, Siegel, & Ness, 1979; Denham, 1986; Strayer & 
Roberts, 1989; Zahn-Wnxler, Rtidke-Varrow, & Brady-Smith, 1977), 6 
direct and consistent relationship fs far from well established. 
Accordingly, she suggested that future research needs to explore 
other medititing factors such as person varinbles that give rise to 
individual differences, and exomine if such variables mediate 
prosoctal behavior. 
In the present study, self-concept wns examined for its possible 
influences on kindergarten children's prosocial behaviors. It has been 
repeatedly suggested that the self serves as an organizing force that 
guides behavior, and that individuals behove in accor_dcmce with the 
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way they perceive themselves (Epstein, 1973; Jomes; 1961; Kelly, 
1955; Harcus &. Wurf 1 1967; Harsha 111 19691 Pervi n 1 1 964) _ Un 1 i ke 
the research on the relationship between perspective-taking and 
prosocial behavior1 the amount of research examining the relationship 
between self-concept ond prosocial behavior is lfmited. 
Recent studies have indicated that ch11dren with positive self-
concepts demonstrate higher frequencies of prosocial behaviors than 
children with lower or negative self-concepts (Cauley & Tyler
1 
1989; 
Larrieu & Mussen, 1965). Such studies provided support for the 
assumption that the ch11d's self-concept is a personal choracteristic 
that influences his/her social behavior. Although some studies have 
provided evidence for a possible linkage between self-concept and 
prosocial behaviors1 very little is st111 known. Additional research 
such as the present one may provide further insight into the 
relotionship between self-concept and prosociol behovior. 
The purpose of the present study wos to investigate the 
relationship between self-concept and kindergarten children's 
prosocial behaviors. Hore specificallyl this investf gotion examined 
the relations between three aspects of self-concept (physical, 
personal
1 
social) as they related to four types of spontaneous and 
requested prosocial behaviors (helpfngl sharing, comforttng1 
cooperating). The possible influence of gender on prosociol behavior 
was also explored. 
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Significance of the Study 
A possible relation between self-concept and educational 
variables such as academic achievement has been explored (e.g. 
Bachman & O'Malley, 1986; Carroll, Friedrich, & Hund, 1984; Dobson, 
Campbell, & Dobson, 1982; Lemed & Muller, 1979). Similarly , 
prosocial behavior has been linked to other arenes of social 
interaction, such as perspective-taking and empathy (e.g. Buckley, 
Siegel, & Ness, 1979; Denham, 1966; Iannotti, 1985; Zahn-Waxler, 
Radke-Yarrow, & Brody-Smith, 1977). However, o possible relation 
between prosocial behavior and self-concept has not been adequately 
examined. 
This study investigated self-concept for its possible influences on 
children's spontaneous and requested helping, sharing, comforting, and 
cooperating prosocial behaviors. Various researchers have suggested 
that individuals behove in eccordnnce With their perceptions of 
themselves (Mnrsholl, 1989; Pervin, 1984). Children and adults who 
perceive themselves positively ore more likely to exhibit positive 
behaviors toward others in the course of their social encounters 
(Couley & Tyler, 1969; Trimokos & Nicoley, 1974; Lourrie & Mussen, 
1985). on the other hand, individuals who perceive themselves in 6 
negative menner have the tendency to interact more negatively with 
others, and in extreme coses demonstrate signs of delinquency 
(Meadow, Abramowitz, Cruz, & Bny, 1981 ). 
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Investigators concerned with the frequencies of positive sociol 
interoctions such os helping, shoring, comforting, ond cooperating 
among children frequently examine two types of immediate 
antecedent events proceeding such behaviors. Prosocial behaviors 
occur spontoneously or are requested by others. Spontaneous 
prosocial behaviors ore positive actions displayed by children in the 
obsence of verbal or nonverbal requests from others (Eisenberg, 
Comeron, Tryon, & Dodez, 1981 ). Requested prosociol behaviors, on 
the other hond, ore positive actions displayed by children in response 
to verbal or nonverbal requests from others (Eisenberg et eil., 1961. 
Various factors such os positive mood, level of sensitivity, 
independence, in addition to the age and gender of a child have been 
investigated for their possible effects on the quality of prosociol 
behoviors. The pattern of results from such studies (Eisenberg, 
Cameron, Tryon, & Dodez, 1961; Eisenberg-Berg & Hond, 1979; 
Iannotti, 1985; Lennon & Eisenberg, 1987) indicated thot children who 
displayed relatively mony spontaneous prosocial behaviors, as 
opposed to requested ones, were generally more independent, initiated 
social contacts, and exhibited high levels of positive affect and 
sensitivity. In the present study, possible relations between the 
quolity of children's self-concepts ond the frequencies of spontaneous 
and requested prosociol behaviors were examined. 
Results from a limited number of studies hove indicated positive 
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Tyler, 1969, Laurrieu & Mussen, 1965). The present study also 
investigated these relations. Since prosocial behaviors are generally 
desirable modes of social expression, research in this area needs to 
expand and include those variables such as self-concept to 
investigate for a possible linkage. Such research may allow those 
involved with young children to focus on enhancing and motivating 
those personal characteristics such as self-concept that may lead to 
desirable outcomes displayed in the form of prosocial behaviors. 
Definition of Terms 
A. Prosocial behaviors: any voluntary actions that are intended to 
benefit another individual or group of individuals without the 
expectation of an external reward (Eisenberg & Mussen, 1989). 
1. Helping behaviors: verbal and physical actions that assist 
another individual through providing information, requesting 
assistance from another child or adult, or by behaving in a manner 
that facilitates the ongoing activity of another child (Iannotti, 1985). 
Includes one child's attempt to alleviate another child's nonemotional 
needs (Eisenberg-Berg & Lennon, 1980). 
2. Sharing behaviors: offering an object or part of an object in 
the child's possession to another child or group of children (Iannotti, 
1985). 
3. Comforting behaviors: verbal and physical actions intended 
to console a distressed child by offering physical or emotional 
12 
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comfort, or asking an adult to attend to the distressed child (Iannotti 
1985). Includes one child's attempt to alleviate another child's 
distress (Eisenberg-Berg & Lennon, 1960). 
4. Cooperotfng BehoYtors: involve at leest two children pleying 
in close physicel proximity engoged in o mutuel tesks. lnc1udes 
formal games, role-taking play, organized octivities (Serbin, Tonick, 
& Sterglanz, 1977; Iannotti, 1985). 
B. Self-Concept: the knowledge that children have of themselves 
as physical, sociel, and morel beings (Bhatti, Derezctes, Kim, & 
Specht, 1969). It is also viewed as the dynamic interpretive 
structure that mediates the most significant intrepersonal processes 
and a wide range of interpersonal processes (Mercus & Wurf, 1987). 
t. Physical self-concept: includes the awareness of physical 
abilities and appearance (Shevelson, Hubner, & Stanton, 1976). 
2. Social self-concept: includes the awareness of 
interpersonal skiJls and obilities ns perceived by significant others 
such as parents and peers (Shavelson, et al., 1976). 
3. Personal self-concept: the awt1reness of personnl cognltive, 
emot i ont11, and independence ski 11 s and 6bi Ji ti es. 
4. Positive/high self-concept: the child perceives 
himself /herself 65 capable, importnnt, end is t1ble to function et the 
normal or superior levels (Quandt & Selznick, 1965). 
13 
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5. Negative/low self-concept: the child perceives 
himself /herself as incapable and unimportant to an extent that 
his/her normal performance is limited (Quandt & Selznick, 1985). 
Research Ouestf ons 
The purpose of this investigation was to explore the relations 
bet ween the self-concepts of kindergarten children and their 
prosocial behaviors defined as helping, sharing, comforting, amd 
cooperating within the school setting. The quality of the prosocial 
antecedents defined as spontaneous and requested behaviors as well 
as gender differences were also examined. Due to the exploratory 
nature of this problem, questions rather than hypotheses have been 
de 1 i neated. 
Question • 1: What is the relation between the prosocial 
behavior of kindergarten children and their self 
concept? 
Question• 2: What is the relation between spontaneous and 
requested prosocial behaviors and self-concept? 
Question• 3: What are the relations between spontaneous and 
requested prosocial behaviors and physical, social, and 
persona 1 se 1 f-concepts? 
Question • 4: Are there gender differences in children's prosocial acts 




Prosoci o 1 Behflvi or find Se 1 f-Concept 
Children's prosocial behaviors and their self-concepts have been 
studied separc,tely with little ottenUon given to fl possible linkflge. 
The limited number of studies thflt hflve exflmined these 
relfltionships, however, provide support for the c,ssumption thot 
individuflls behflve in flCcordance with their self-perceptions (Cauley 
& Tyler, 1989; Larrieu & Mussen, 1985). In the following review, 
theoretical perspectives and developmental issues in prosocial 
behflvior find self-concept, os well flS the influence of family find 
child reflring proctices, find clflssroom find educfltionol fflctors wi11 be 
flddressed. A flnol section presents e review of the relevent studies 
on prosocifll behevior end self-concept. 
Prosociol BehoYfor 
Definition 
Prosocifll behaviors fire defined flS ony voluntary fictions that ore 
intended to benefit enother individuel or group of individuals without 
the expectotion of on external reword (Eisenberg & Mussen, 1989). 
During the preschool yeflrs, children engage in behflviors thflt ore 
intended to help, comfort, defend, ond protect others. Children fire 
olso capable of sharing, donating, and cooperating with their peers as 
wen as fldults (Merion, 1987). Reseerchers often distinguish between 
two types of prosocifll beheviors thet involve either spontaneous or 
15 
requested actions. Spontaneous helping ond shoring prosociol 
behaviors, for example, are those actions exhibited by children in the 
absence of verbal ond/or non verbal requests from others (Eisenberg, 
Cameron, Tryon, & Dodez, 1981). On the other hand, positive actions 
exhibited by children in response to verbal and/or non verbal requests 
from other chi 1 dren or odul ts ore considered to be requested prosoci a 1 
behaviors (Eisenberg, Cameron, Tryon, & Dodez, 1981 ). 
Developmental and Age Related Issues 
Prosocial behavior: Changes related to age. The onset of the 
development of prosociol behovior hos been a debated issue among 
researchers for years. It was generally assumed that children's 
obility to behove prosociolly surfaced around the age of four or five. 
Recent evidence, however, controdicts this assumption. Howes ond 
Farver ( 1987) for example, studied a group of toddlers in an attempt 
to determine if these very young children are able to respond 
empathically and prosociolly to a distressed other. It wos suggested 
by the results of their study thot the observed toddlers responded to 
their peers· distress by octively medioting peer disputes as well as 
consoling the crying child through physicol contoct. 
Bar-Ta 1, Raviv, ond Go 1 dberg (1982) a 1 so reported thot children as 
young os twenty months showed evidence of prosocial behaviors, 
specifically helping octs. They concluded thot these positive actions 
were exhibited by the young children without the promise of an 
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wos roised, however, researchers such os Lipscomb, McAllister, and 
Bregman ( 1985) concluded that older chi1dren tend to demonstrate 
more prosocial behaviors than younger children. Lipscomb's et oJ. 
findings ( 1965) were supported by Zorbanaty, Hartman, and Gelfand 
( 1985), who olso reported that older children demonstrated more 
posftive actions such as generosity as compared to the younger 
children in their sample. 
Other researchers have supported the idea that a change fn 
prosocial behavior does occur with age end that this change 1s both 
Qual1tat1ve and quantitative 1n nature. Pearl ( 1985) suggested thot 
wfth increasing nge, children become better able to conceptuaJfze the 
various situations fn which help is needed and to 1dent1fy problems as 
well as determine the manner in which help is administered. rt 
becomes clear then that prosociol behavior fncreoses with age and 
that the motivations for such behaviors also change as the chfld 
matures (Eisenberg &Mussen, 1969). 
erosocial behpvjor gnd perspective toking. Cognitive 
developmental theorists such as Piaget have attributed the 
development of prosocfal behaviors fn young children to decreasing 
levels of egocentrf sm (Buckley, Siegel, & Ness, 1979). According to 
Piaget, egocentric children interpret the environment through their 
preoperatfonal skills that allow them to assume that others perceive 
the world as they do (Bjorklund, f 989). 
The child's egocentnsm is essentially a phenomenon of 
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indifferentiation, i.e., a confusion of his own point of view with 
that of others or of the activity of things and persons with his 
own activity. Defined thus, it is both suggestibi1ity and 
unconscious projection of the ego into the group, and 1ack of 
awareness of the point of view of others and unconscious 
absorption of the group into the ego. In both cases it is 
essent i o l1 y unconscious, precise 1 y because it is the expression 
of a f ai1 ure to differentiate (Piaget, 1962, pp. 73-74). 
Piaget be1ieved that an increased 1eve1 of perspective-taking and 
differentiation abi1 it i es deve 1 op gradua l1 y during the ear1 y chi1 dhood 
years (Bjork1und, 1989). With increasing cognitive deve1opmenta1 
skil1s, the chi1d's abi1ity to engage in positive socia1 behaviors 
surfaces (Piaget & lnhend1er, 1969). Piaget's position on the 
interaction between chi1dren·s cognitive abi1ities and their socia1 
environments in inf1uencing behaviora1 outcomes has provided the 
basis for the socio1 cognitive perspective. 
The main supposition of socia1 cognition is that socia1 know1edge 
is constructed through socia1 interaction (Sma1~, 1990). According1y, 
children's positive sociol behoviors ore reloted to how they 
cognitively comprehend their social environment. In 1975, Shantz 
suggested thot a wide range of chi1dren·s prosocia1 behaviors emerge 
and are strengthened by their perspective-taking abi 1 it i es and the 
process of differentiation between the se1f and others. Subsequent1y, 
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investigate the relations between perspective t"king "nd prosocial 
behaviors (e.g. Buckley, Siegel, & Ness, 1979; Denham, 1986; Iannotti, 
1985; Zahn-Waxler, Radke-Yarrow, & Br"dy-Smi th, 1977). 
In their study with children ranging in "ge from three to seven, 
Zahn-Waxler et al. ( 1977) found no signific"nt correlations between 
the various measures of perspective taking and prosocial behaviors 
for the older children in their sample. When the total score on the 
perspective toking tasks were summed for the younger children in 
their sample, a positive correlation was found between perspective 
taking ond prosocial behavior. As a result, the "uthors concluded that 
perspective-taking abilities are present eorlier in life than had been 
previously hypothesized. They also added, however, that prosocial 
behaviors cannot be predicted from the child's perspective taking 
obility. 
Buckley et al. ( 1979) conducted a similar study with three to eight 
year old children. A m"jor difference between their study and th"t of 
Zahn-Waxler was the focus on interactions among the children rot her 
than between children and adults. Buckley et al. concluded that 
children who displayed prosocial behaviors had signific"ntly higher 
scores on empathy and perspective taking tasks. It was concluded 
that altruism seemed to be influenced by these significant cognitive 
components. 
Denham ( 1986) used three different measures to investigate young 
children's perspective-taking abilities ond their relation to prosocial 
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behcivior. Eoch subject's emotiom1l responses to on odult or o child 
were observed in free-ploy settings ond were olso essessed in 
semistructured situotions. The most structured tosk consisted of o 
measure that involved both affective and cognitive perspective-
toking, os well os off ective lobe ling. Denhom found thot children 
responded in different prosocicil wciys to different emotions. In 
ciddition, children's understcinding of emotions were found to be 
significontly reloted to prosociol behovior. Oenhem concluded thot 
two ond three yeor old children showed nonegocentrfc ond cognitive 
perspective-tnking cibilities cit Cl grenter thcin chcince level. lnnnotti 
( 1985) cissessed children's prosociel behoviors through clossroom 
observot ions, eind their perspective-toking obi 1 it i es were eissessed 
using structured meosures of perspective-toking cind prosociol 
behovior. lonnotti found thot some children were sensitive to the 
needs of others cind this sensitivity wos opporent in their sociol 
internctions. The cibsence of Cl consistent relcitionship between 
prosociol behovior ond perspective-toking, however, implied thot the 
understeinding of others· views ond needs did not necessorily ossure 
prosocial responding. 
Prosociol behovior ond empeithy. After examining various research 
studies on the development of empeithy, Dornon ( 1988) concluded thot 
highly empcithic children tend to engcige less in ciggressive nntisociol 
behciviors thnn children with lower empothic obilities. These some 
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but 81so tended to be more prosocioJ in their fnten,ctions with peers 
(Domon, 1988). lonnottf ( 1978) exomined the effect of role-toking 
training on empathy and prosocial behavior. When children were 
exposed to role-taking treining procedures, prosociaJ behoviors 
increosed. 
Studies with older children provfde similor results. Bornett and 
Thompson ( 1985) investigoted the roJe thot perspective-taking ond 
empothy ploy in chiJdren·s prosocioJ behovior ond motives for helping. 
Their sompJe consisted of fourth and fifth grede chfJdren who were 
evoluoted os ·1ow· or "hfgh" on tests of empothy ond perspective-
toking. HfghJy empothfc children were reted by thefr teochers os 
more helpful thon Jess empothic children. Highly empothic children 
were olso more Hkely to ottribute their helpful behoviors to the 
aworeness that others needed their heJp. 
Fomily ond Chi1d Rearing Foctors 
The child's f8mily, especio11y in the enrJy ye8rs of Jif e, is 
perceived as the major socialization agent through which children 
leorn Y8rious modes of socinl expressfon. Eorly chfJdhood experiences 
Within the fomily environment are perceived as having profound and 
lasting social and emotion81 fnfJuences (Radke-Yarrow&. Zahn-
W8xler. t 986). Parents generol1y influence their children's behaviors 
by promotfng nnd reinforcfng positive fnterections such as generosity 
and sharing, whf1e punfshing selffsh and uncooperative behaviors 
(Eisenberg & Mussen, t 989). It hos been argued that the quality of the 
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p6rent-ch11d relationship ultim6tely influences the child's positive or 
negative soci61 tendencies. Eron 6nd Huesm6nn ( 1984), for ex6mple, 
suggest th6t if children do not le6rn prosoci61 beh6viors 6t 6n early 
oge, they 6re more likely to moture into odults who engage in 
6ntisoci61 beh6viors. 
It is gener611 y 6Ssumed th6t children exposed to 6 W6rm 6nd 
nurturing home environment with vest opportunities for altruistic 
exchonge develop the obility to become more prosocicl in their 
interpersonol inter6ctions (Eisenberg & Mussen, 1989). In contrnst, 
children who experience horsh end obusive treotment by porents 
during the e6rly ye6rs will more likely develop 6 repertoire of 
beh6viors th6t excludes prosoci61 6Cti ons (Eisenberg & Mussen, 1989). 
Furthermore, tr6its 6nd behoviors thot 6re le6rned e6rly in life ore 
believed to persist into the 6dult ye6rs. Eron and Huesm6nn (1964) 
reported thct children who ore continuously exposed to ridicule, 
punishment, end feelings of shame during the eorly yeors of life ore 
more likely to become 6ggressive individu61s os odults. 
The re16tionship between the QU6lity of eorly c6re 6nd its 
influences on children's loter sociol emotionol functioning is centrol 
to 6tt6chment theory 6S origin61ly formul6ted by John Bowlby ( 1973). 
The ossumption is thot soci61ly competent children who disploy 
cooperotive behoviors ond engoge in positive peer interoctions hove 
been exposed to w6rm 6nd emp6thic e6rly rel6tionships with the 





the other hrmd, ore believed to hove experienced inconsistent ond 
disruptive early care (Bretherton, 1985). 
Bowlby ( 1973) proposed that carryover effects from early parent-
child relotionships to loter sociol emotionol competent development 
ore influenced by ·1nternol working models-, delineating views obout 
the self, primory caregivers, ond others in the social environment. 
These working models, in turn, develop ond ore influenced by the 
quolity of core the child received during the first two yeors of life. 
Children whose mothers exhibit consistent, wann, empathic 
coregi vi ng incorporate these positive behovi ors into their men to 1 
working models. Consequently, these children ore more likely to 
opprooch peers and sociol experiences with o set of positive 
expectations (Cohn, 1990). 
Evidence of continuity between the Quolity and security of early 
porent-child relotionships and later sociol competence hos been 
provided by severo 1 reseorch studies. Postor ( 1981) reported thot 
individuol differences were observed among children's sociol 
interoctions, and attributed these differences to the quality of early 
relctionshlps. Positive social chorocteristics favored the children in 
their sample who were classified os having experienced consistent, 
supportive, ond responsive early core. Postor ( 1981) olso reported 
thot those children were more friendly, sociable, ond reloted to peers 
more cooperatively thon children from insecure early relationships. 
Further support for the quolity of eorly relationships os predictors of 
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later social functioning was provided by Matas, Arend, and Sroufe 
( I 978). They reported that chiJdren from secure early relationships 
engoged in greater amounts of symbolic play, were more enthusiastic 
and compliant, experienced more positive affect, ond displayed 
persistence in tool using tasks. 
It hos olso been reported that mother's and chiJdren·s altruistic 
ond prosociol tendencies ore related. Zahn-Waxler, Radke-Yarrow, ond 
King ( I 979) found thot mothers who practiced empathic coregiving 
positively influenced their chiJd's own oltruistic responses toward 
others. Strayer ond Roberts { I 969) reported on the positive 
relationship between the level of mothers· empathy, and the 
frequencies of chiJdren·s prosociol behaviors within the school 
setting as evaluated by teachers. 
Sparks, Thornburg, lspo, ond Groy (1964) also investigated the 
porentol factors that ore assumed to influence the development of 
children's prosociol behoviors. They studied the impoct of various 
parental levels of control and how they influence the development of 
prosociol behaviors. They found thot parents who imposed high levels 
of control over their offspring's behaviors were more likely to hove 
children who exhibited limited amounts of prosocial actions. The 
researchers concluded thot lorger somple is needed in order to to 
moke generoJizoble statements obout the level of control ond how it 
moy affect children's behavior. 
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It has also been suggested that some parents actually impose 
limits on their children's prosocial behaviors. For example, Peterson, 
Reaven, and Homer ( 1984) looked at the criteria parents used to 
evaluate situations which required a prosocial behavior on the part of 
their child. The porents in this study (Peterson, et al., 1984) were 
provided with questionnaires aimed at synthesizing their Yi ews of 
their child's positive behaviors. The results of their study revealed 
that parents were selective in their judgments and did not universal1y 
advocate prosocial behaviors for their children in all situations. 
Rather, it was imp 1 i ed thot porents were not in f ovor of their chi 1 d 
behaving prosocially if th1s behavior resulted in a situationol cost 
(i.e. giving up o toy). 
Porents thus have both o direct and on indirect influence on their 
children's social interactions. Interactions among siblings have also 
been studied. Sibling relotionships: "provide rich opportunities for 
leorning potterns of loyolty, helpfulness, ond considerotion, os well 
os conflict, dominotion, ond competition. Siblings con teoch, 
reinforce, or punish eoch other's responses· (Eisenberg & Mussen, 
1989, p. 91). 
In 1986, Dunn and Munn investigated family composition and in 
particular, the effect that siblings have on each others· prosocial 
behavior. It wos suggested by their findings thot children who grow 
up with cooperative siblings are positively influenced by the quality 
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of the behoviors exhibited ond ore therefore more likely to 
themselves become more cooperotive. 
Number of siblings, gender ond other individuol differences moy 
influence the development of prosociol behoviors. For exomple, 
Rehberg ond Richmon (1989) investigoted the interoction of race, 
gender, ond fomily composition on children's positive behoviors. They 
found thot children from smoller fomilies exhibited more positive 
behoviors, such os comforting, thon children from lorger fomilies. In 
addition, mole children from fother-obsent homes were olso found to 
have the highest scores for comforting behoviors. It moy be possible 
to conclude from these studies thot children's prosociol behoviors con 
be influenced by the quolity of eorly core, os well os the quolity of 
interoctions omong siblings. 
Classroom Foctors Influencing Prosociol Behoviors 
Regordl ess of the vori ous socio 1 i zot ion proct ices thot occur 
within the child's home, some reseorchers believe thot prosociol 
behovior con octually be promoted ond mointoined in school settings 
by woy of peer interoct ion, teocher modeling, ond instruct ion. 
In 1969, Eisenberg & Mussen suggested thot peers pose a powerful 
influence on eoch others· positive ond negotive behoviors. Such 
behaviors ore influenced by vorious sociolizotion processes including 
reinforcement, punishment, modeling, ond imitotion (Bower & Hilgord, 
1981). This ossumption wos supported by o study with results 
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indicating that the quality of relations among peers was found to 
influence the quontity of positive behoviors exhibited (Berndt, 1981). 
Although it hos been documented that preschool children hove the 
ability and sensitivity to respond to their peers in various positive 
woys (lonnotti, 1985), these responses were generolly believed to be 
offected by the quality of peer relations. It wos found by Eisenberg, 
Lundy, Shell, and Roth (1965) that children justify their prosocial 
octions toword others based on the perceived quality of the 
relationship. Accordingly, they found that children responded more 
often to peers considered os friends os opposed to ocquointonces. 
This assumption was also supported by Berndt's study ( 1981 ). 
Another study investigating prosocial behaviors among peers found 
that a1though these actions occurred with low frequency, they 
nevertheless were demonstrated by most children. (Rodke-Vorrow, 
Zohn-Woxler, Borrett, Darby, King, Pickett, & Smith, 1976). 
Peer reporting of prosociol behaviors within the classroom setting 
hos also been perceived as an additional factor that contributes to the 
enhancement of such behaviors. Grieger, Kauffman, and Grieger 
( 1976) exposed a group of kindergarten children to a condition 
requiring them to report on the cooperative behaviors demonstrated 
by their peers. It was suggested that as a result of such conditions, 
the amount of aggression among the children was reduced while 








Within the context of larger studies, peer nominotions were et 
time~ u~ed a~ additional mea~ure~ in identifying a variety of 
children's behaYiorol charocteristics including prosocial behaviors. 
Eisenberg, Comeron, Postemack, and Tryon ( 1968), for example, 
indirect I y assessed chi I dren ·s prosoci a I be ho Yi ors through peer 
ratings. Their subjects were middle class preschool children whose 
naturolly occurring clcsssroom prosocial behoYiors were observed. 
Children were indfYiduolly interviewed end osked to nominote their 
peers who they believed helped others end those who shared their 
toys with other children. The results of thfs study indicated that 
peer nominations of helping correlated positively end significantly 
with observed requested helping. There wos no relationship, however, 
between peer nomincstions of shcsring ond the observed frequencies of 
shoring behoviors. 
The peer group is only one ospect of eorly childhood settings thot 
is considered os o foctor thot influences behovior. Teochers or 
coregfvers ore also perceived os powerful cgents of socialization 
with the ability to promote end enhance children's prosocial 
behcsvi ors. 
In the course of their interoctions with the youngsters, nursery 
school teachers frequently giYe explicit instructions about 
helping, sharing, end consideretion; they con instigote these 
behaviors, and reword them when they occur. Furthermore, they 





kindness, eliciting imitative prosocia1 responses (Eisenberg & 
Mussen, 1969, p. 97). 
Doescher and Sugawara ( 1989) supported this position by reporting 
that chi1dren who ore continuously exposed to teachers who model 
prosocial beh6viors such 6S helping 6nd sh6rf ng were found to exhibit 
higher levels of positive actions. 
Gelfond, Hortman, Cromer, Smith, and Page ( J 975) investigated the 
Bssumption that specific instruction plBys 6 role in promoting 
prosocial behaviors. Their s6mple consisted of children who 
displByed low b6seline r6tes of donBting behoviors. To increase these 
behBviors, the investigBtors exposed the children to instructional 
prompts Bnd proise. Gelfond et 61. ( 1975) found o signific6nt incre6se 
in the donBting behoviors of these children ond Bttrfbuted this 
incre6se to their prompting 6nd praise techniques. 
A simi16r study (Eisenberg-Berg, Hooke, Hond, & S6d61Jo, 1979) 
investigoted the effects of instruction about toy ownership on 
preschoolers· sharing ond defensive behaviors. As with Gelfond's et 
oJ. study ( 1975), it wos found that chi1dren who were exposed to 
specific prosociol instruction displayed more shoring behaviors os 
compored to the children in the non-fnstruction condition. 
Spontoneous and Requested Prosociol Behaviors 
When reseorchers investigote the vorfous fBctors pertaining to the 
emergence of observed prosoci6l beh6Yiors, on Bdded dimension that 
includes identifying Bntecedents of these beh6viors is often 
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considered. More specificeJJy, spontcneous end requested or csked-
for prosoci61 behaviors are assessed within the context of the Jerger 
study. 
Spontnneous end requested prosociol behoviors ore generolly 
perceived os fnfJuenced by several mediating factors such as the 
child's offective stote, empnthic nbiJities, ond gender. Lennon and 
Eisenberg ( 1967) found that spontoneous prosocinl actions were 
ossocioted with high levels of positive offect. Children in positive 
moods tended to exhibit more spontoneous prosocinJ behnviors 
compored to their peers experiencing Jess positive moods. Moreover , 
sensitivity to the needs of others wcs found to be positively relnted 
to spontaneous prosocinl behnviors nmong the children (lnnnotti, 
1965). 
Evidence concerning gender differences in the expression of 
spontcneous prosociol behnviors hos yielded contredictory findings. 
rn 1965, Comeron, Eisenberg, ond Tryon found thot !he boys in their 
sompJe exhibited significantly higher levels of spontaneous positive 
behnviors when compnred to the girls in the same snmple. In nnother 
study however, Eisenberg-Berg and Lennon ( 1980) found that girls 
scored higher on the total spontaneous prosociaJ cotegories cs 
compnred to boys. 
fn J 981, Eisenberg, ccmeron, Tryon, and Dodez reported thot 
children who often dispJnyed relatively numerous spont6neous 
prosoc161 behcviors were genercJJy observed es hnving mcny socio) 
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contticts with peers, were more independent, tind responded more 
positively to others· prosocitil behtiviors. In contrast, children who 
performed higher levels of requested prosocitil behtiviors were found 
to be more dependent, less likely to elicit positive reoctions from 
peers, tind were unlikely to respond positively to peer inititited 
prosocitil behoviors. In oddition, the tiuthors tilso reported on teocher 
responses to prosociol behoviors. They found thot for the most port, 
tetichers did not respond positively to children's prosocitil tictions. 
When they did respond, however, these reactions were directed 
to word the girls· spontoneous behovi ors os opposed to prosoci 61 
behtiviors disployed in response to 6 request. The prosocitil behtiviors 
of the boys in the sample never elicited tiny response from the 
teticher. 
Eisenberg, Pastemtick, Ctimeron, and Tryon ( 1984) studied 6 
Stimple of four year old children tind coded their tittributions about 
their sponttineous tind requested prosocitil behtiviors as well tis their 
mornl judgments. They used seven ctitegories, which included 
hedonistic, prngmotic, tind needs-of-others orienttitions. It wos 
found thot children who exhibited spontoneous positive behoviors 
such tis helping held 6 progmotic view (justifying behovior with 
prnctictil nonmornl retisoning) of their tictions. 
The stime stimple of children wtis tilso observed using sponttineous 
helping behtiviors tis tin inititition point for esttiblishing socitil 
contticts. More specificolly, while both sponttineous helping tind 
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shoring were rehited to sociobilfty with peers, only spontoneous 
helping was positively related to sociability with teachers. 
Eisenberg et al. (1964) concluded that children who demonstrated 
relatively many prosocial behaviors differed from other children with 
respect to their sociol interactions ond the inferences they mode 
obout their behoviors. 
Gender Differences in Prosocial Behavior 
Several cultural expectations leod people to predict thot gender 
differences in prosociol behaviors among children do exist. Among 
these expectations are the pressures imposed on boys to be 
competitive, nonemotionol, ond assertive, while girls ore expected to 
meet the emotionol needs of others, be sensitive, empathic, 
compliant, and subjective (Rodke-Yarrow, Zohn-Waxler,&. Chopmon, 
1983). It is reported, however, that there is no consistent evidence 
indicating gender differences 1n prosoch:11 responses (Eisenberg & 
Mussen, 1969; Honig, 1982). When differences are reported, however, 
they seem to be in favor of girls (Eisenberg&. Mussen, 1989) ond only 
under certain circumstonces, such os the presence of a model. 
Se 1 f Concept 
Definitions ond Theoretical Perspectives 
Theorists ond reseorchers have ottempted as early os the turn of 
the century to define the various dimensions thot constitute the self, 
os well os define the vorious f octors thot contribute to its 
development. Reseorchers reviewing studies concerning self-concept 
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often conclude that one of the major difficulties in conducting such 
studies lies in the inability to locate precise definitions (Pervin, 
1984). Accordingly, it has been repeatedly stated that definitions of 
se 1 f-concept vary from one study to the next (Shave 1 son, Hubner, &. 
Stanton, 1976; Silvernail, 1985). 
Among the first psychologists who wrote extensively on the ·self' 
was Wi 11 i om James. In 191 O, James defined the se 1 f as consisting of 
three major components that includes the material, social, and 
spiritual selves which are all capable of evoking a heightened or 
lowered state of self-esteem (Epstein, 1973). "James, opporently, 
viewed the self as having a unity as well as being differentiated, and 
os being ultimately associated with emotions as mediated through 
self-esteem" (Epstein, 1973, p.405). 
Other theorists have added an additional component to the 
definition of the self which involves the perceptions of others. This 
component is expressed in Cooley's concept of the "looking-glass 
self·. In 1902, Cooley proposed thot the self-concept, or the 
perceived self, is derived from ond lorgely influenced by the 
individual's perceptions of how others perceive him/her (Cooley, 
1964). Si mil orly, George Mead ( 1934) adopted this view but 
contributed further by adding that there are os mony selves as there 
are social roles, while heavily emphasizing the role of social 
exchange (Epstein, 1973). 
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Corl Rogers wos olso omong the theorists who contributed his own 
definition of the self-concept. In 1951, Rogers proposed thot, 
The self-concept, or self-structure, moy be thought of os on 
organized configurotion of perceptions of the self which ore 
odmissible to oworeness. It is composed of such elements os 
the perceptions of one's chorocteristics ond obilities; the 
percepts ond concepts of the self in relotion to others ond to the 
environment; the volue quo1ities which ore perceived os 
ossocioted with experiences ond objects; ond gools ond ideols 
which ore perceived os hoving positive or negotive volence 
(Rogers, 195 1 , p. 137). 
According to Rogers' self theory, the quolity of on individuol's self-
concept contributes to his or her general stote of odjustment (Piers & 
Horris, 1984). He olso stoted thot the self-concept consists only of 
the individuol's personol chorocteristics thot ore in the reolm of 
his/her oworeness ond control (Epstein, 1974). 
According to Erikson's theory of psychosociol development, 
·1dentitf, or the concept of the self is viewed os, ·the individuol's 
centro l oworeness of being o sensory ond thinking creoture endowed 
with longuoge, who con confront o self (composed, in foct, of o 
number of selves). ond can construct a concept of on unconscious ego· 
(Erikson, 1982, p. 85). Moreover, whot other theorists hove lobe 11 ed 
os self-concept, self-system, or self-experience, Erikson chose to 
lobel os "identity" which covers much of whot hos been referred to os 
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the uself. (Erikson, 1980). Erikson proposed that en individual's 
·identity· or concept of the self is shaped by two major forces. Both, 
the biological abilities of the individual end the environment to which 
he/ she is exposed, function os i nterect i ng forces working 
interdependently end ultimately contributing to the individual's 
continuous development through space end time according toe 
predetermined 'life plan· (Erikson, 1950). 
From the early years of childhood until adulthood is attained, 
individuals ore confronted with 8 series of developmental tasks that 
contribute to the quality end well-being of the self. These tasks or 
"crises· coincide with the various stages of psychosocial development 
which Erikson labels os the ·Eight Ages of Men" (Erikson, 1950). 
Development, according to Erikson, proceeds es the self resolves the 
·crisis" that appear from opposing forces (Miller, 1989). Under these 
circumstances, movement through these "psychosoci al crisis" depend 
upon the resolution of each of the ucrises" that surfaced within the 
previous steiges (Erikson, 1950). "Identity· or the concept of the self 
is thus influenced by the resolution of the ·crisis· within each stage 
of development, with eorly forms of resolutions offecting the 
soundness of Jeter resolutions end psychosocial development (Miller, 
1989). 
It is important to realize that in the sequence of his most 
personal, "experiences the healthy child, given e reasonable amount of 
guidance, con be trusted to obey inner lows of development, lows 
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which create a succession of potentialities for significant 
interaction with those who tend him· (Erikson, 1980, p. 54). From 
this and similar statements presented by Erikson, it may be concluded 
that the manner in which children come to perceive and understand 
themselves and their personal abilities, influences the way they 
interact with other children and adults whom they come in contact 
with. 
More recently, researchers have continued to further contribute to 
the definition of the self. In 1980, Beane, Lipka, and Ludewig defined 
self-concept as the descriptions individuals have of themselves that 
are in turn influenced by the various social roles as well as the 
personal chorocteristics of those individuals. Similarly, Marsh and 
Shovel son ( 1965) defined self-concept os a person's perceptions of 
him or herself. They added that these perceptions are influenced by 
the experiences and interpretation of one's environment, with 
evo l uot ions of si gni fi cant others and reinforcements viewed as 
affecting the behavioral outcomes of individuals. 
Another variation of the definition was provided by Morcus and 
Wurf ( 1987) who view the self-concept os o, "dynomic interpretive 
structure that mediates the most significant intrapersonal processes 
(including information processing, offect, and motivation) and a wide 
ronge of interpersonol processes (including social perception; choice 
of situation, partner, and interaction strategy; and reaction to 


















For the purpose of this study, self-concept is defined os on 
individuol's perceptions ond oworeness of his/her personol 
chorocteristics ond obilities which include the physicol, sociol, ond 
personol reolms of oworeness. It also includes the beliefs thot 
individuols hold concerning the totolity of their obilities ond 
experiences. 
After reviewing the literoture on self-concept, Alowiye ond 
Alowiye ( 1984) proposed thot the development of the self hos been 
exploined by two mojor theories. The first of the two theories is 
lobelled by psychologists, psychiatrists, ond ontologists os the 
"developmentol self". In their view, the development of self-concept 
is heovily influenced by the individuol's biologicol growth. The 
environment, however, is olso viewed os ploying o role chorocterized 
by unfolding the development of the self through the continuous 
interoction between itself ond the individuol. 
A 1 owi ye ond A 1 owi ye ( 1984) o 1 so ref erred to o second schoo 1 of 
thought which includes environmentolists who ore further subdivided 
into behaviorists ond phenomenologists. This "social self" group 
ottributes the development of the self-concept primorily to the 
process of interoction between the self ond the environment. 
Therefore, the self is perceived os o leorned reoction to externol 
influences. These forces in turn ore viewed os influencing the 
development of the concept through one's perceptions of how others 
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Methodologjcol Issues 
The self-concept has been posited as a personal characteristic 
thet accounts for and explains overt behaviors across a wide 
spectrum of sftuotions (Morsh & Shovelson, 1985). In ndditfon, the 
etteinment of a positive self-concept has been 6 goal in the ffeld of 
personelity end child development, in clinical treetment, and in 
.education (Mersh & Shavelson, 1985). The enhencement of positive 
self-concepts is valued as desirable outcomes that generaliy lead to 
destrable behavton,J changes (Hersh & Govemet, I 989). 
Sfnce the introduction of the se1f-concept by Willfom Jomes fn 
1890 (Pervin, 1984), however, conceptual and methodological 
problems have hempered progress in understanding the various 
factors that contribute to the deveJopment of the self (Marshell 
I 
1989). These concerns are exaggerated at the early childhood level. 
Morsholl ( J 969) reported thot very few self-concept instruments ore 
suf toble for ch1Jdren under the oge of efght due to the chiJdren's 
lfmfted abiHties to verbelize and understand the various abstractions 
that are essential to describing the self. 
The definition of self-concept hos voried from one researcher to 
the next adding to the Jeck of clarity end precision regarding the 
construct (Hughes, 1984). Hughes ( I 984) proposed thBt the 
development of adequate measurement instruments hes been hindered 
by this IBck of clBrity Bnd precision in the definitions of self-
concept. The use of different definitions by Y6rious researchers es 
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Well as different dimensions of self-concept (MorshoJJ, 1969) hos 
mode comporing and synthesizing information from vorious studies 6 
difficult process (ShaveJson, Hubner, & Stonton, 1976). In addition to 
Yorying definitions, self-concept reseorch hos suffered from poor 
QuoJity instruments thot moy contribute to weokening the Jinks 
between theory, empirical research, and practice (Morsh & Holmes, 
1990; Morsh & ShaveJson, 1985). 
Shavelson et al. ( 1976) added another dimension that further 
contributed to the already accumulating difficulties in self-concept 
reseorch. They proposed thot .in oddit ion to difficulties in defining 
the self os weJJ as the instruments measuring it, individuals moy be 
unwiJJing to report on their self-concepts and/or report responses 
they perceive os socioJJy desirable. The inadequate theoreticoJ 
models, the wide array of instruments ond self-concept definitions 
were issues addressed by Shavelson et al. (1976) in an attempt to 
remedy the shortcomings of reseorch in this oreo (Morsh & Governet, 
1989). 
Shovel son et 61. ( f 976) posited o hierorchicol muJtidimensionoJ 
rnodeJ of self-concept. The muJtidimensionoJity of the self reflects 0 
categorical system thot includes various factors perceived to 
influence the self-concept. These factors ore the school environment, 
the JeveJ of socioJ occeptonce, physicoJ ottroctiveness, ond generoJ 
abiJity. The concept of the self was posited by Shovelson et 01. as 
hierarchical. For example, academic and nonacademic self-concepts 
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constitute the mojor components of the generol self-concept. The 
ocodemic self-concept wos divided into specific content oreos such 
os English ond Mothemotics. In oddition, the nonocodemic self-
concept wos further divided into social, emotionol, and physicol self-
concepts, with eoch of these components consisting of further 
subdivisions (Shovelson, et ol., 1976). 
Self-concept wos oJso proposed os generally stoble ond evoluotive 
(Shovelson, et ol., 1976). It is believed thot the individuol's core 
perceptions develop during the eorly childhood yeors ond ore 
subjected to minimol chonge through time. When chonge does occur, 
however, it is believed to be influenced by the evoJuotive noture of 
the self-concept. In essence, not only do descriptions of the self 
develop over time, but these descriptions ore olso evoluoted by the 
individuol in vorious situotions (Shovelson, et ol., 1976). 
At the time thot Shovelson et ol. posited their multidimensionol 
hierorchicol model of the self-concept, there wos limited empiricol 
support for it becouse researchers hod emphosized globol meosures 
(Morsh & Holmes, 1990). Current meosures, however, such os thot of 
Horter ond Pike ( 1984) hove been constructed with Shovel son et ol.'s 
model os o bose. A recent study by Bullock ond Pennington ( 1988) 
utilized Horter ond Pikes· ( 1984) Pictoriol Scole of Perceived 
Competence ond Sociol Accept once for Young Children. They 
correJoted children's cognitive ond physicol competences and peer 
acceptance with o variety of different variables. The results of this 
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study suggested thcit certetin forms of children's competences ore 
related to parental cohesion, expressiYeness, conflict, acceptance, 
and SES. 
DeYeloomentpl cind Age Relpted Issues 
The deYelopment of the self-concept is et continuous process that 
begins shortly ofter birth c,nd is acquired throughout inf oncy, 
Chfldhood, ond persists into the yettrs of adulthood (Phillips, 1983). 
Although self deYelopment begins at bfrth, the newborn is not yet 
capcible of perceiYing the self as a seporote entity (SilYemoiJ, 1985). 
Through the contfnuous interaction with the environment, however, 
the inf cint gradually ccquires a baselfne ability for separateness, 
ttllowing for the occurrence of the simplest forms of differentiation 
between the self and others (Silvernail, 1985). 
The ability of infonts to differentiate between the self and the 
other, os well as demonstrate self understcmding, hos generally been 
investigated through tests of self-recognition. These tests include 
showing fnfonts imoges of themselves through pictures, mirrors, or 
other visual medic, (Damon & Hetrt, f 982). Through observing the 
infants· reactions to their own fmoges, resecrchers hove managed to 
gain a better understcnding of the-onset of the differentiation 
Process. As a result, it has been documented thot self-understonding 
and recognition is demonstrated as early os nine months of ege 
(Demon & Hert, r 962). 
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It hes elso been documented thet the degree to which the chfld is 
able to differentiate between the self and others influences the 
child·s ebility to beheve prosocielly (Johnson, 1962). Johnson 
reported that by the age of two, children demonstrate the ability to 
behave prosocielly through their increesed sensitivity end ewereness 
of others. The study also suggested thet 1:1 child·s ability to comfort 
end help others is closely essocinted with the level of self-other 
diff erentintton (Johnson, 1962). 
As children develop into the preschool yenrs, their self-concepts 
nre enhenced by the decentering process that ellows them to perceive 
differences bet ween themse 1 ves nnd others (McF nrl nnd, 1984). In 
addition, nnd with incrensing tige, chfldren·s self-concepts become 
Jess concrete nnd more nbstrnct. For exemple, the younger subjects 
in Montemnyor end Eisen·s study ( 1977) described themselves in 
terms of concrete nnd objective cetegories such ns their personel 
possessions, piny nctivities, physicnl tippenrnnce, and their address. 
The older subjects, however, provided more ebstrect nnd subjective 
descriptions of themselves which included personnl beliefs, 
interpersonal, and motivational characteristics. Developmental 
differences in the wey children perceive other persons has also been 
documented. Research in the field of social cognitive development 
emphnsizes thnt the differentiation process contributes to changes in 
the child's developing ·person perception" skills. During the early 
childhood yeers, children perceive and describe others in concrete end 
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global ways by referring to physical appearance and material 
possessions (Shantz, 1983). In contrast to younger children, the older 
child is able to perceive and describe others as individuals with 
particular sets of be 1 ief s and va 1 ues (Shantz, 1983). 
Accordingly, children begin to behave consistently with the way they 
conceptua 1i ze themse 1 ves. This se 1 f conception in turn influences the 
way they interact with others and the manner in which novel 
situations are approached and dealt with (Marshall, 1989). As 
children begin to differentiate more, they come to realize and 
understand that the same behaviors are not necessari 1 y soci a 11 y 
acceptable in all situations (Marshall, 1989). 
Family and Child Rearing Influences 
It is generally agreed upon that parents contribute significantly to 
the deve 1 opment of the young child's self-concept (Phil 1 ips, 1983). 
When the child's parents provide an environment that supports and 
stimulates his/her normal course of development, accompanied by 
genuine love and care, the child's self-concept is likely to be 
psychologically sound, healthy, and stable (Silvernail, 1985). 
Effective eorly parenting hos also been perceived os one of the 
factors that contributes to the soundness of the child's self-concept 
ond self-esteem os on adult. Sears ( 1970) investigoted the 
relationship between the quality of early parental care ond children's 
self-concept, and found that accepting and warm parents were more 






Bowlby ( 1973) explained that such relationships can be attributed to 
the responsiveness tmd ovoi 1 obi 1 i ty of the pri mory coregi ver ond the 
quolity of early core thot ultimately influences the child's later 
social competences ond how the self is viewed. 
Bowlby ( 1973) exploined that conceptions obout the worthiness of 
the self are influenced by the quality of the parent-child attachment 
bond thot develops moinly during the first two years of the child's 
life. The ·internal working models" that ore formed during early 
encounters serve os representationol systems thot guide expectotions 
of others ond of the self (Richters & Woters, 1991). Bowlby ( 1973) 
suggested that these models have a profound effect on how the child 
later views the quality of the self. 
Acquiring o positive sense of self is greotly influenced by the type 
of core children encounter during infoncy. Children with positive 
self-conceptions ore ossumed to have formuloted mentol models of 
their mothers os responsive, available, ond helpful and accordingly 
develop complementary models of themselves as valuable individuols 
(Bowlby, 1973; Erickson, Sroufe, & Egeland, 1985). These children 
who hove experienced positive eorly interoctions with their mothers 
ore expected to develop positive self-esteem and approach situations 
ond new experiences with confidence (Bowlby, 1973; Erickson et. al, 
1985; & Sroufe & Woters, 1977). 
Through parents· appraisals, positive reinforcements; and 
effective discipline techniques, young children learn about their 
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personol quolities ond obilities (Phillips, 19B3). Moreover, positive 
self-concepts ore enhonced by porents who exhibit occeptonce, 
respect for the child's octions, ond who cleorly define ond enforce age 
appropriate limits (Silvernail, 1985). On the other hand, Phillips 
( 19B3) reported thot children with negotive self-concepts tend to 
have porents who demonstrote continuous negotive opproisols. 
In extreme coses where children ore continuously exposed to 
unhealthy relotionships, chorocterized by unresponsive ond 
unovoiloble coregiving, o psychologicolly domoged self imoge is likely 
to emerge (Sil vernoil. 19B5). This phenomenon is heightened by the 
child's inobil1ty to think independently ond abstroctly. Consequently, 
children are unoble to psychologicolly remove themselves ond judge 
those who ore judging them (Phillips, 19B3). It is also assumed that 
o child who is exposed to on unheolthy environment will be negotively 
offected os on odult. In o study which involved o somple of juvenile 
delinquents, Meadow, Abromowitz, Cruz, ond Bay ( 19B 1) found thot 
negotive self-concepts preceded delinquent behaviors. 
Summerlin and Word ( 1978) olso investigoted the relotionship 
between parental style and children's self-concept. In their study, 
porents porticipoted in group discussions with o gool of leoming 
effective porenting techniques. It wos indicoted thot os o result of 
porticipoting in the troining progrom, porents interocted more 
positiYely with their children. Consequently, goins in their children's 

















Self- Concept 1n the Classroom 
Reseorchers investigating the roots of self-concept development 
have attempted to attribute the quality of this development to the 
home environment (Phillips, 1983; Sears, 1970; Silvema11, 1985; 
Summerlin&. Word, 1979). It has been reported that the quality of 
interactions between children and their parents in the home settings 
tnmsfers to other settings such as the school. Accordingly, children 
who experience positive constructive proise ond positive interoctions 
ot home, will eventually transfer these learned skills to out-of-home 
settings ond interact positively with others. 
Survant (1972) reported thot children with positive self-concepts 
tend to be more cooperative with odults and usually follow reosonable 
rules. On the other hond, she suggested that children with negative 
self-concepts may be withdrawn or may e><hibit overly aggressive 
behaviors toword teachers ond other children. Others hove suggested 
thot not only does the child's self-concept influence the quality of his 
or her interaction with others, but thot the clossroom environment 
moy also impose influences on the developing self (Marshall&. 
Weinstein, 1984). 
Marshall and Weinstein ( 1969) reported thot the nature of the 
clossroom structure and the teacher's general control orientations 
may influence the child's developing self-concept. For example, they 
suggested that publicly assigning tasks of vorying levels of difficulty 
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low achievers. Moreover, it hos been reported thot the teachers· 
perceptions of children's self-concepts ore positively and 
sfgnificontJy related to the children's expressed self-concepts 
(Perkins, 1958). 
In 1989, Morsholl suggested that if preschool children are exposed 
to school-Hke academic tasks, the pressure wfJJ more Hkely have 
· detrimental effects on their self-concept ond obUity. In addition, the 
classroom environment and provided moterials ore further assumed to 
Pose an effect on the developing chfld's abilftfes. Developmentally 
appropriate materials, for eKample. that challenge the child's 
abilities and encourage exploration, are belfeved to enhance the 
Child's self-confidence ond the manner in which new materials and 
other indi vi due, J s ore approached (Marsho JI, J 989). 
Within the context of the clossroom environment. teachers 
generoJJy attempt to minfmize ontfsocfal aggressive behaviors such 
os fighting. At the same time, prosocfc,I behaviors such os helping 
shoring, comfortfng, and coopen,tfng ore encouraged. As indicated 
eorlier, research on the development of prosociol behavior hos 
investigated the impact thot porentol styles, family compositfon, 
direct instruction, and empathic abilities have on enhancing positive 
behoviors. Other research, although very Jfmited in number has 
exomined prosocfol behaviors in relation to self-concept. One of the 
most recent studies investigating this relationship wos conducted by 
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Self-Concept as it Relotes to Prosociol Behovfor 
In their study, Cauley and Tyler ( 1989) predicted that preschool 
children with high scores on o self-concept meosure would 
demonstrote higher frequencies of prosocial behaviors when compared 
to their peers with lower self-concept scores. Their sample 
consisted of 52 four ond five yeor old children who were observed in 
their clossrooms during free ploy activities. Each child's self ond 
other initiated helping, sharing, ond cooperoting behaviors were coded 
using 15 second observation intervols for o total of 20 minutes per 
child. To assess children's self-concepts, the Purdue Self-Concept 
Scale for Preschool Children wos individually administered. 
Supportive information about children's self-concepts and prosocial 
behoviors was obtoined from teacher questionnaires. 
The results of this study indicated a significant relationship 
bet ween se 1 f-concept and prosoci a 1 behavior. The researchers 
concluded that children with positive self-concepts disployed more 
prosocial behaviors than children with negative self-concepts. When 
self-concept wos examined for its possible relationship with the 
individual helping, sharing, and cooperating behaviors, a significant 
relationship was found between cooperation and self-concept. Also 
significant were the relationships between teacher ratings and 
children's prosociol behaviors ond self-concepts. Tests of gender 
differences in prosociol behaviors were not significont. 
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From their study, Cauley and Tyler ( 1989) concluded that 
children's positive interactions are influenced by the quality of self-
perceptions. Additionally, they reported that teachers are accurate 
observers of children's prosocial behaviors and are able to make 
appropriate assessments about their self-concepts. Given this 
information, the researchers perceived teachers as i ndi vi duo 1 s who 
ore able to reinforce children's prosocial behaviors and enhance their 
self-concepts. 
In a similar study investigating the relationship between self-
concept and prosociol behaviors, Larrieu and Mussen ( 1985) observed 
shoring, coring, and helping behaviors among fourth grade children. 
The children also responded to items drown from the Piers-Horris 
Children's Self-Concept Scale which measures general and social 
self-concept as well as self-perceptions. The results of their data 
analysis moderately supported the assumption that children with 
positive self-concepts behoved more prosociolly toward other 
individuols than children with lower self-concept scores. 
There have been other studies on the relation between self-
concept and positive behaviors in older children (Jarymowicz, 1977) 
ond in adults (Trimkas & Nicolay, 1974). In 1977, Jarymowicz 
proposed that prosocial sensitivity in 16-18 year old boys can be 
increased through exposure to conditions that enhances their self-
worth. The boys with self-worth problems were informed of their 
classmates· and adults· approval of their personal traits, and were 
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also exposed to conditions B11owing them to experience satisfaction 
in test performance. As a result of this experimental condition, the 
self-worth of these boys wos enhanced which in tum increosed the 
prosociaJ actions. Jarymowicz concluded that the absence of 
Problems with on individu8l's self-worth presented itself 8s 8 
Prerequisite for prosociol sensitivity. 
Summary 
· The rese8rch on chfldren·s prosocf8l behBvior hBs drBm8tfcoJJy 
increased in the P8St twenty yeBrs. Researchers investigating 
Prosocfal Bets such BS helping, shBring, donating, Bnd comforting hBve 
Provided evidence thBt even very young children Bre able to exhibit 
such behBviors 8nd that this 8bi1ity increBses with age. Further 
evidence suggests thBt B relBUon exists between chfldren·s incre8sed 
Perspectfve-taking Bbilities 8nd their prosocial behaviors. A cleBr 
and consistent relBtfon is fBr from estBbhshed, however. 
ReseBrchers have been encour8ged to investigate for other personal 
variables th8t may contribute to the qualfty of prosocial behavior. 
Among the personBl vBriBbles that have received attention from 
reseBrchers is the self-concept. ReseBrch in this BreB hBs progressed 
in spite of the conceptuBl and methodological difficulties in 
assessment. This research has contributed to the Bwareness that 
Children as young 85 two years of age possess a unique sense of self 
that is different from that of others. The quality of the child's self-
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concept has been assumed by researchers to be effected by the 
various experiences encountered through the course of Interaction 
Wfth sfgnfficant others. Children who are continuously exposed to 
warm, consistent, and nurturing enY1ronments are Jf keJy to develop a 
Posftive sense of self. Conversely, children who are subjected to 
harsh experiences coupled with ridicule and inconsistencies are 
expected to feel more negatively about themselves and their personal 
abilities. 
It has been repeotedly suggested that the social behavior of 
individuals is affected by the way they perceive their personal 
Characteristics and abflities. Very few studies, however, have 
investigated this assumption, especially with young children. Some 
researchers have concluded that children with positive self-concepts 
engage more frequently in prosoci81 behaviors in comparison to their 
Peers with negative self-concepts. However, this needs to be 
explored more systematicoJJy. The purpose of this study was to 
examine the relations between kindergarten children's self-concepts 





In this study, the relationship between kindergarten children's 
self-concepts as measured by the Purdue Self-Concept Scole For 
Preschool Chf ldren and teacher evoluatfons, and thefr prosocial 
behaviors, as measured by classroom observotions, teocher 
evoluatfons ond peer nominations, were explored. 
Subjects 
The sample of this study consisted of 58 children from four 
kindergarten clossrooms. Thirty of the subjects were boys and 28 
were girls. The chfldren·s ages ranged from four to six years with a 
mean age of 5.2 years. The mean age for boys was 5.1 years and 5.4 
for girls. Of the 58 children, 661 were White, 191 Black, 121 Asians, 
and 31 were Hispanic. 
One of the centers where this study was conducted was a 
university child care and research center. The parents of chfldren at 
this center were associated with the university serving as faculty. 
staff, or students. The three other sites were also local child care 
centers serving clientele from the university community. The three 
off-campus centers were prfYately owned. 
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Meosures and Procedures 
In this study, children's self-concepts were ossessed using the 
Purdue Self-Concept ScBle For Preschool Children (Cicirelli, 1974), 
and naturalistic classroom observations were used to record the 
frequencies of eBch subject's helping, shBring, comforting, Bnd 
cooperBting behBviors. ClBssroom teBchers were Bsked to evBluBte 
children's self-concepts Bnd prosociBl behoviors and o peer 
nomimition measure wBs used to eYBluote children's perceptions of 
their friends' prosociol behBYiors. 
MeBsures 
Purdue Self Concept Scale For Preschool Children 
The Purdue Self-Concept ScBle for Preschool Children (hereBfter 
ref erred to as the Purdue) WBS developed by Cicirelli ( 1974) for 
individuBl administrBtion with preschool Bnd kindergBrten children. 
As meBsured by this instrument, self-concept was defined BS: 
an i ndi Yi dua l's awareness of his own charncteri st i cs and 
attributes {identity) Bnd his evaluations of these charBcteristics 
in relation to others (self-esteem) ( Cicirelli, 1974, p. 3). 
The Purdue consists of 40 picture-pair items of children engaged 
in a variety of behaviors (refer to Appendix A). In each pair, one child 
is depicted as successfully Bccomplishing a task or completing a 
behBvior, while the other is not. Children are Bsked to choose the 
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skills. Presentction of the successful/unsuccessful items were 
cltemoted to ovoid o response set. 
The originol meosure depicted mole children only. Pennission wos 
grcnted by the cuthor to modify the meosure by including pictures of 
girls os well cs boys (refer to Appendix A). Accordingly, boys were 
cdmtnistered the mole version, while girls were odmtntstered the 
femole version of the meosure. 
In odditton, the origtnol meosure did not include o de1tneotion of 
the 40 items into sociol, physicol, ond personol categories occording 
to the type of self-concept ossessed. Dividing the 40 items tnto the 
three subsets ollowed the investigotor, for exomple, to correlote not 
only the scores on the general self-concept with the total frequencies 
of prosociol behaviors, but also to correlate specific aspects such as 
the score on the personol self-concept cotegory with cooperoting 
behoviors (refer to Appendix A for the cotegories). 
Re1tobflity and \lo1tdity 
Two types of reliobtlity estimotes were obtoined in the originol 
resenrch (Cicirelli, 1974); intemcl consistency reliobility ond test-
retest reliability. To establish internal consistency, the scale was 
odmtnistered to 412 children ond reliobtltty wos reported ot .as. 
Test-retest reliobility wos computed for o somple of 47 four yeor old 
children ond reported ot .70. The reliobility of the Purdue Scole for 

















Construct Y61idity for the instrument W6s est6blished by 
comp6ring teocher rntings of children's competencies with children's 
scores on the Purdue (Cicirelli, 1974). Signific6nt positive 
correlotions between the two me6sures provided support for the 
Y61idity of the instrument. Rese6rch by C6rro11, Freidrich, 6nd Hund 
( 1964), Burge ( 1962), 6nd Teplin, How6rd, 6nd o·conner ·( 1961) 61so 
supported the v6lidity of the Purdue. 
Scoring 
Eoch child in the somple received o sepornte score for physicoJ, 
sociol, and personol self-concept, os well os o totol self-concept 
score. The meosure wos scored by coding one point for eoch positive 
response and o zero for eoch negotive response. The totol self-
concept score for eoch child wos obtained by summing individuol item 
scores which ronged from 18 to 40. The physi co 1, soci 61, ond 
personol self-concept scores were obtoined by summing individuol 
items corresponding to eoch of these cotegories. The ronge of scores 
for the physicol, sociol, ond personol self-concept cotegories were 5-
12, 5-15, ond 6-13 respectively. A high score on the Purdue reflected 
a more positive self-concept while 0 lower score reflected 0 less 
positive or neg6tive self-concept. 
Prosoci a 1 Behovi or Observation Instrument 
An observotionol instrument for recording children's prosociol 
behoviors os they occurred during free ploy and smoll group octivities 
W6S developed by the investigotor (refer to Appendix B). Four 
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categories of prosocial behavior were observed; helping, sharing, 
comforting, and cooperot i ng. For the purposes of this study, these 
behaviors under spontaneous ond requested conditions were coded os 
follows: 
Helping: responding to the non-emotional needs of others. The 
child's helping behaviors were considered spontaneous when that 
child assisted another without the verbal or nonverbal direction of 
another. Helping wos considered requested when the child helped 
another child in response too verbal or non-verbal request of 
another. 
Examples of operotionolly defined behaviors coded os helping 
included: the child helped another child with carrying on object, 
offered to clean up, sought an object that assisted another child with 
an ongoing activity, physically assisted another child who fell down, 
physically removed on obstacle from another child's path, phys1colly 
or verbally offered help to another child or group of children, 
requested verbal help or assistance from another child or an adult to 
assist the child in need. 
Shoring: The child's shoring behaviors were considered 
spontaneous when they occurred in the absence of o verbal or 
nonverbal request or direction of another. Shoring wos considered 
requested when the child shored in response to the verbal or 
nonverbal direction of another. 
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Exomples of operotionolly defined behoviors coded os shoring 
included: the child physically or verbally offered an object or port of 
on object thot wos in his/her possession to onother child or group of 
children. The child invited onother child or group of children to 
porticipote in on octivity which required him/her to shore the 
moteriols that were in his/her possession. The child shored a needed 
object thot wos in his/her possession with onother child or group of 
children thot ossisted with their ongoing octivity . 
Comforting: responding to the emotional needs of another child in 
distress. Comforting behoviors were considered spontoneous when 
the child responded to the emotionol needs of o distressed child 
without external verbol or nonverbal direction of another individual. 
Those behoviors were considered os requested when the child 
responded to the emotional needs of onother in response to o verbol 
or nonverbol direction or request of onother. 
Exomples of operotionolly defined comforting behoviors included: 
the child ottended to the emotionol needs of onother child who wos 
opporently distressed or crying, opprooched thot child, mointained 
physicol proximity, ond offered verbol reossuronce. 
Cooperoting: involved o child ploying with ot leost one other child, 
engoged in mutuol tosks while mointoining close physicol proximity. 
Cooperating was considered spontaneous when the observed child 
engoged in on ongoing octivity with other in the absence of o verbol or 
non verbal request of another. Cooperating behaviors were considered 
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requested when the child exhibited cooperative behaviors in response 
to o verbol or non verbol request of onother. 
Exomples of operotionolly defined cooperoting behoviors included: 
the child wos involved in mutuol octiv1ties with others such os o 
puzzle gome, responded to the teocher·s request of putt1ng moteriols 
in their ploces, involved in sociodromatic play with other children, 
joined other children for lorge group octivities in response to 
teocher·s request, involved in o singing octivity with ot leost one 
other child. 
Ch11dren in the somple were rondomly observed during free ploy 
octivities using two-minute observotion intervol for o totol of 40 per 
child. During the observotions, children's spontcmeous ond requested 
prosocial behaviors were coded on the observation instrument. 
Reliobjljty ond Volidity 
Reliobility for the prosociol behovior observotion instrument wos 
estob 1i shed via i nterobserver agreement. Assisting in the 
observationol procedures was one undergraduate student who 
underwent troining before the doto collection phose of this study to 
establish interobserver agreement. He was provided with the 
conceptuol definitions of the prosociol behovior cotegories in 
oddition to eighty exomples of operotionol definitions for helping, 
shoring, comforting, ond cooperating. 
To estoblish interobserver ogreement, the investigotor ond the 
ossi stont pro ct iced coding vi deotoped segments of the he 1 ping, 
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shoring, comforting, ond coopereting behev1ors of ten kindergarten 
children. The prectice observoUons consisted of recording each 
child's spont,meous and requested prosocial behaviors on the 
observetional instrument during two minute periods fore total of ten 
minutes per child. lnterobserver agreement was then determined by 
dividing the number of agreements by the number of agreements plus 
disagreements. The practice sessions continued until agreement 
among the observers reached the 801 level. The minimum eccepteble 
level of interobserver reliebiltty/egreement is 701 (Borg & Gall, 
1989). 
To establish content volidity of the operetionel definitions of 
helping, shoring, comforting, ond cooperating, twenty five doctoral 
students reviewed eighty examples developed to simulate events thet 
would f6ll into the four prosoc1el behavtors cotegones. An example 
of each of the prosocial categories is provided here: Helping: Ben 
noticed thet one of the game cards was missing end asked if anyone 
would look for it with him, Jennifer volunteered end began to look; 
~hqring: Bruce offered Betty some im6ginery cookies from e ph1te 
he's carrying: Comforting: Tracy moved closer next to Allison who 
looked s8d end put her arm 8round her; Cooperoting: John W6S sitting 
next to Lisa playing with the seme puzzle. The raters evelueted eech 
of the scener1os by placing a check mark neKt to the choice they 
perceived best fit eech eKample. R6ter agreements for helping, 
sh8nng, comforting, ond cooperating were 631, 541, 561, end 601 
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respectively with an average of 59:C (refer to Appendix c for 
complete exomples). 
Scoring 
Each child in the sample received o score for eoch of the types of 
spontaneous ond requested prosociol behoviors, os well os overoll 
totols. The score for eoch of these cotegories wos obtoined by 
summing the frequency of prosociol behoviors exhibited by eoch child 
in each cotegory and across categories for total scores. 
Peer Nomination 
A peer nomination measure was included in this study as an 
explorotory procedure designed to assess children's perceptions of 
their peers· prosocial behaviors. Hymel and Rubin ( 1985) reported 
thot the information obtoined from peers concerning children's social 
behoviors are useful for several reasons. First, children spend a large 
amount of time interocting with eoch other over an extended period of 
time and in a variety of experiences. lnformotion gothered from the 
children are based on such social experiences. Second, peer 
nominations of a target child provides a variety of perspectives on 
thot child's behaviors. Finally, peers function os 'inside' sources for 
information providing investigators with insight concerning the 
target child's behavioral chorocteristics. 
This measure was a variation of those previously used by 
Eisenberg et al. ( 1988) ond Wentzel ( 1991). After completing the 
Purdue, children were odministered the peer nominotion measure. 
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They were shown o closs picture of oll the children, ond were osked 
to nominate those peers who they perceived as exhibiting helping, 
shoring, comforting, and cooperating prosocial behaviors. The 
examiner proceeded by exploining to eoch child thot he/she con 
nominote one, two, or as many peers or none atoll. Each prosociol 
behavior wos referred to in turn by the exominer ond children's 
responses were recorded on the peer nominotion scoring sheet. This 
scoring sheet hod oll the children's nomes on it with four spaces 
under eoch child's nome corresponding to the four prosociol 
cotegories. Children's nominotions were tollied under their peers· 
nomes (ref er to Appendix D for o somple scoring sheet). 
Scoring 
Eoch child in the somple received five scores os o result of the 
peer nominotion measure. Four of the scores corresponded to the four 
prosociol cotegories i.e., helping, shoring, comforting, ond 
cooperoting. The fifth score consisted of on oggregote sum ocross the 
four cotegories. Scores for oll the cotegories were obtoined from 
summing the frequencies of nominations by the peers. 
Teocher Questionnoire 
Teochers in the four clossrooms from which children were drown 
were osked to complete o two port questionnaire (refer to Appendix 
E). The first port included items thot required the respondents to 






Scale of Child's Actuol Competence and Sociel Acceptence developed 
by Herter ond Pike ( 1983) wos used for this purpose. 
A verbnl description of eoch item wos provided in the 
questionnoire ond the teocher roted the child's cognitive ond physicol 
competencies in oddition to peer occeptence. This porticulor scale 
wos chosen due to the similorities of its items to those on the 
Purdue. For exomple, one of the questions osked if the child wos 
·good ot climbing-. The Purdue olso included en item osking children 
to evoluote their climbing obilities. The teocher roting scole used in 
this study wns developed by Horter ond Pike ( 1984) os port of the 
Pictoriol Scole of Perceived Competence end Sociel Acceptonce of 
Young Children with o reported re11obility of .89. The reliobility of 
this scele for the present somple wos .67. 
The second pert of the teocher questionneire consisted of eight 
questions evoluoting the prosociol behoviors of the 58 children 
involved in this study. These questions were developed by the 
investigotor ond required responses to questions on the sponteneous 
end requested helping, shoring, comforting, ond coopereting behoviors 
of the children. The teachers were asked to evaluate each child's 
prosociol behoviors according too four level scele which ronged from 
·not very true· to ·reolly true·. The reliobility of the spontaneous 
scole wos .88 ond for the requested scole .85. 
The validity of the te&cher prosocial behavior questionnaire was 








opernt i ono 1 definitions were est ob 1 i shed. Nineteen doctoro 1 students 
evaluated the contents of the questionnaire. The overage rater 
ogreement was 891. 
Scoring 
Eoch child's self-concept in addition to spontaneous and requested 
prosociol behavior were evaluated using the four level teacher roting 
scales. A score of 1, for example, was given too child who rarely 
engoged in spontaneous helping behaviors while o score of 4 was 
given by the teacher if that child very often engaged in such o 
behovior. From teocher rntings of prosociol octions, each child 
received three seporote scores; spontaneous, requested, ond tohil. 
For the self-concept roting scole, teochers evoluoted eoch child's 
physicol, cognitive, ond sociol competencies olso on o four level scole 
with o score of 1 being the lowest. From this questionnaire, each 
child received four separate self-concept scores; physicol, cognitive, 
social, and o totol score. 
Procedures 
The prosociol behovior observotions were conducted prior to the 
odministration of the Purdue. The Purdue ond peer nominotion 
measures were then administered to individual children during the 
some individual interview sessions. Teochers questionnaires were 
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Pgrent Inf ormntion end Permission Form 
Before the onset of the study, the children's parents were provided 
with an information end permission form (Appendix F). This form 
included general information about the nature and length of the self-
concept measure. Parents were also informed that their child would 
be observed by two observers during the regular classroom activities. 
Prosoctql Behavior Obseryqtions 
Classroom Observations 
The complete observational ,md testing procedures were 
completed consecutively at each center, over a seven week period. At 
the onset of the observations et each of the centers, children were 
assigned numbers for identification and were observed randomly 
according to a predetermined schedule of observation. After 
interobserver agreement wos esteblished, children in the study were 
randomly observed for two-minute intervels for a total of 40 minutes 
per child. The children's social interactions were observed during 
free play and small group activities. These activities were chosen 
because they usually involved minimal teecher intervention allowing 
for maximum social interaction among the children. 
During the classroom observations, the observers tallied these and 
similar behaviors on the observation instrument under each of the 
categories in the space provided specifically for coding either 
spont~meous (S) or requested (R) prosociel behaviors. When the 







minute period of observation, an·-· was placed in the provided 
spaces. During these observations the identity of the recipients of 
prosocial acts were also coded on the instrument as either a child or 
the teacher. 
Each child was observed regardless of whether he/she was 
interacting with other children and the observation period was 
terminated only when the two minutes were over. However, o 
prosocial episode was identified when the observed child initiated a 
prosocial interaction or responded to the request by the teacher, 
another child or group of children by exhibiting prosocial acts. Within 
the two-minute observation intervals, children's prosocial behaviors, 
in specific, frequencies of helping, sharing, comforting, and 
cooperating os well as the antecedents of these behaviors {i.e. 
spontaneous or requested) were coded by the observers on the 
prosocial behavior observation instrument. When the observed child 
exhibited on act of helping, shoring, comforting, ond/or cooperating 
without a request from the teacher or another child, these behaviors 
were coded by the observers as spontaneous ·s·. However, if the child 
exhibited ony of the prosociol behaviors within the two minute 
observation interval in response to a teachers request or that of 
another child, the behaviors were then coded es responses to requests 
'R'. When the observed child exhibited a prosocial behavior but this 











requested, it wos then coded os not observed indicoted by the letter 
.. N. on the observotf onol instrument. 
If within ony given two minute observotionol interval the child 
displayed separately identifioble helping, shoring. comforting, ond 
cooperoting behaviors the roters coded these os four seporote 
behaviors even when the torget child wos still interocting with the 
some individuol. For example, when Ann helped Mike off the floor, 
tmd offered him the cookie thot wos in her hand, those were coded os 
two separate prosociol behoviors. When, on the other hond, John sot 
next to Solly for two minutes working on the some puzzle, this was 
coded os one cooperoting behovior. During these clossroom 
observotions, the recipients of prosociol behoviors were identified os 
either another child or the teacher with this informotion coded under 
the letter ·c· on the observation instrument. If the recipient of o 
positive oct wos the teocher, for exomple, this information wos coded 
os ,-. If another child wos the recipient, however, the number of 
thot child wos coded on the instrument. 
Following the two minute observotion intervol, the two observers 
abstoined from formal observation for 30 seconds ond then resumed 
with observing the next child. The investigotor hod o stop wotch ond 
determined the onset and terminotion of the two-minute 
observationol intervols. After the completion of the observations, 
teachers were osked to complete the two port questionnoire 
evaluating each child's self-concept and prosocial behaviors. 
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Purdue Self Concept Sceile For Preschool Children 
Admi ni strnt i on 
All of the children in the seimple were individueilly tested using 
the Purdue Self-Concept Sceile. There was no time limit for the 
eidministrotion of the instrument, however, it took opproximeitely 15 
minutes for each administration. The Purdue weis odministered to 
each child in a quiet area of the classroom or the center. The 
meiterieils used during the testing were the Purdue instrument eind the 
scoring sheet for recording eeich child's responses. Before 
eidministering the test, the examiner presented eeich child with three 
preictice items simileir to the ones on the Purdue, using the following 
protocol: 
"This is o geime eibout two children. Listen carefully while I 
tell you ei story about them. Then tell me which child is 
most like you.N 
After the practice items were presented ond children 
demonstroted their understeinding of these items, the Purdue weis then 
eidministered. The descriptions of the items were reod to the child 
while pointing to the item being described. The child was then asked 
"which child is most 1 i ke you·, eind he/ she either respond by verb a 11 y 
referring to the chosen description or pointing to it, or both. The 
child's response weis then recorded on the response sheet. The some 
procedure was followed for eeich of the picture pair-items proceeded 
by "here's ,mother story". The rest of the children were also 
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administered the instrument following these some procedures. All of 
the SB children in the study successfully completed the test in 
seporote individu61 sessions. 
Peer Nomination 
The peer nomin6tion t6sk W6s individu611y 6dministered to 
ch il dren in a quiet area of the c16ssroom or center. Each child was 
shown o class picture of his/her peers and was asked to nominate the 
children who help, sh6re, comfort, 6nd cooper6te. The procedure for 
administering the t6sk began with the examiner asking the child to 
·point to the children who help others". The examiner added, "you con 
point to one child, two children, or os many os you wont, or none ot 
a11·. The child's responses were coded on the scoring sheet as he/she 
nominated each peer. The some procedure wos followed for the rest 
of the prosoci61 beh6vior categories. None of the children h6d 
difficulty completing the t6sk, but some needed clarification os to 
the meaning of comforting and were given examples of the behavior by 
the examiner. 
Teacher Questionnaire 
Each of the classroom teachers was provided with the two part 
questionnaire to evaluate each child's prosociol behavior 6nd seJf-
concept. Teachers responded to all of the questions pert6ining to 
children's spontaneous and requested helping, shoring, comforting, and 
cooperoting prosocial behaviors. On the self-concept roting form, 
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not apply to the children in their classroom. For example, the item 
asking teachers to evaluate if a child "gets stars on papers" was not 
responded to by two of the four teachers. 
Statistical Analysis 
Data analysis was completed using three types of statistical 
procedures: Pearson product moment correlations, multiple 
regression, and multivariate analysis of variance. 
The first question was analyzed using Pearson product moment 
corre 1 at ions (one independent and one dependent vari ab 1 e) to assess 
how and to what extent the variability in the dependent variable 
(prosocial behavior) depended upon the variation in the independent 
variable (as measured by the Purdue Self-Concept Scale). The 
dependent variable measure was the total number of prosocial 
behaviors exhibited by each child across each of the helping, sharing, 
comforting, and cooperating categories. The independent variable 
measure was the total score obtained by each child on the self-
concept sea 1 e. 
The second question was also analyzed using Pearson product 
moment correlations to assess the relations between the single 
independent variable (self-concept) and the sum of spontaneous and 
sum of requested prosocial behaviors and self-concept. 
The third question was analyzed using the multiple regression 
procedure to test re 1 at1 ons bet ween multi p 1 e independent vari ab 1 es 
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(physicol, sociol, ond personol self-concepts) ond eoch of the 
dependent prosoci ol behovior voriobles ( spontoneous ond requested 
helping, shoring, comforting , ond cooperoting). 
The fourth question wos onolyzed using o multivoriote onolysis of 
vorhmce to compore the two groups, boys ond girls, in tenns of the 
totol frequency scores on helping, shoring, comforting, and 
cooperoting. This onalysis wos used becouse the onolysis involved 
multiple continuous voriables (helping, shoring, comforting, 
cooperoting) ond o cotegoricol vorioble (gender). 
Peorson product moment correlotions were used to ossess the 
relations between teocher rotings of prosociol behoviors ond observed 
prosociol behoviors, and olso between teocher rotings of self-concept 
with children's scores on the Purdue scole. Correlotions were olso 
used to test the relotion between the observed prosociol behoviors 





The purpose of the present study wos to explore the relotions 
between the prosociol behaviors of kindergorten children and their 
self-concepts. To investigate this relation, 58 children were 
observed 1n their clossroom settings during free choice activities. 
Four types of prosocial behaviors ( helping, sharing, comforting, and 
cooperoting) were observed, ond further identified os occurring 
spontaneously or in response too request. Eoch child wos observed 
for a total of 40 minutes over a seven week period. 
Each child in the sample also responded to the 40-item Purdue 
Self-Concept Scale for Preschool Children. As an exploratory 
measure, these items were divided into three major categories 
representing physical, social, ond personol self-concepts. Two 
additional measures were included for the purpose of meosuring 
children's prosocial behaviors and their self-concepts from the 
perspectives of others. In a questionnaire, teachers were asked to 
evoluote each child's spontoneous ond requested prosociol behoviors 
in oddition to their self-concepts. The second measure included a 
peer nominotion scole of prosociol behoviors. 
Doto onolysis wos completed using three types of statisticol 
procedures. Pearson product moment correlations were used to 








variable(s) (prosoci61 behavior as measured by classroom 
observotions) depended upon the variation in the independent variable 
(as measured by the Purdue Self-Concept Scale for Preschool 
Children). Multiple regression wos used to test the relotion between 
the multiple independent variobles (physical, personal, and social 
self-concept) and the total combined spontaneous and requested 
prosocial behaviors. A multivariate analysis of variance was used to 
compore boys and girls in terms of the total frequency scores on 
helping, sharing, comforting, and cooperating behaviors. Pearson 
product moment correlations were also used to examine the relations 
among teacher n,tings and peer nominations with children's self-
concept and prosocial behavior. The results of these analyses are 
reported in four major sections corresponding to the four reseorch 
questions of this study. 
Descri pt i Ye Statistics: Prosoci a 1 Behavior and Se 1 f-Concept 
Means, standard deviations, and rBnges for the 15 prosoci8l 
behBvior categories Bre presented in T8ble 1, 8nd for the four self-
concept categories in Tab1e 2 (Tab1e of Corre1ations and 
lntercorrelations is found in Appendix G}. The total prosocial 
behavior score for each child was obtained by summing the 
frequencies of spontaneous and requested helping, sharing, 
comforting, and cooperating behaviors. The self-concept score was 
derived from the total score obtained by each child on the individually 
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odministered Purdue Self-Concept Scole For Preschool Children. 
Scores for the physicol, sociot ond personol self-concepts were 
obtciined by summing the positive responses for ecich child within 
each of the categories. 
Toble 1 
Meons. Stond~rd Qeviotion 1 ond Range of Ereguencies of Childr~n·s 
Prosociol Behoviors 
Variables Mean so Range 
Spontaneous 
Helping 1.91 1.55 0-7 
Shortng .64 .91 0-4 
Comforting .02 .13 0-1 
Cooperot ing 8.16 3.50 0-22 
Requested 
Helping .81 .95 0-3 
Sharing .34 .69 0-3 
Comforting .00 .00 0-0 
Cooperot i ng 7.02 3.03 1-17 
Totol (S & R) 
Helping 2.71 1.97 0-10 
Sharing .98 1.92 0-6 
Comforting .05 .39 0-1 
Cooperot1ng 15.17 4.57 6-29 
Spontaneous 10.72 3.98 5-2 
Requested 8.17 3.43 1-22 
Prosociol Behcivior 18.BB 5.76 9-42 
Note. N = 58. 
Note. s = Spontoneous; R = Requested. 
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As can be seen from Table 1, spontaneous prosocial behaviors for 
a11 the categories have the highest means compared to requested 
behaviors. Also, cooperating behaviors have the highest means in 
comporison to helping, shoring, and comforting acts. 
Table 2 























An examination of the self-concept means shown in Table 2 
i ndi cat es that cf'lil dren scored higher on the soci a 1 se 1 f-concept sea 1 e, 
followed by the personal, and then the physical category. 
Rehttions Between erosocial Behavior and Self-Concept 
To test the relations between the totel frequencies of prosociel 
behaviors and total self-concept scores, a Pearson product moment 
correlation wos used. The results of this onalysis indicated a non 
significant correlation of .21 between prosocial behavior 1md self-
concept. Performance on the self-concept measure did not predict the 
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prosocif1l beh8Yior due to self-concept accounted for only 41 of the 
variance. 
Relations Between Spontaneous and Reauested Prosocial Beh8viors 
and Se 1 f-Concept 
During the c18ssroom observ8tions, prosoci8l beh8Yiors were 
identified 8s being either spont8neous or requested. The correlotion 
bet ween these beh8Yi ors 8nd the tot81 seU-concept scores were 
ex8mined. A signific8nt correl8tions W8S found between tot8l 
spontaneous prosoci8l beh8Yiors 8nd tot81 self-concept (r= .27, I!= 
.02). This significant correlation accounted for 71 of the variance 
sh8red between the two Y8riables. Correl8tions between the 
individu8l prosoci8l behaviors with self-concept reve8led th8t tot81 
cooperating was significant (r= .25, It= .OS). An examination of the 
two cooperating cetegories (spont8neous ond requested) indic8ted 
significant correlations between total self-concept 8nd spont8neous 
coopen,t i ng (r= .25, It= .03). 
The correl8tions between totol requested prosoci8l behoviors 8S 
well 8s the individuol requested behoviors with totol self-concept 
were 811 non signific8nt. T8bles 3 8nd 4 show all the corre18tions 
between the individu8l and tot81 prosoci8l beh8Yior C8tegories 8s they 














correlations Between Totol Prosoc1a1 cotegones with Self-Concept 









Note. N = 58. 









Correlntions Between lndividuttl Prosocittl Behaviors and Self-Concept 
Vari ab 1 es/ Se 1 f-Concept r 
Spontaneous 
Helping .02 .45 
Sharing .16 .12 
Comforting .02 .45 
Cooperating .25 . 03* 
Requested 
Helping .00 .49 
Sharing .01 .48 
Comforting .00 .00 
Cooperot i ng .05 .36 
Note. N = 58. 
* R. < .05. 
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ReJetions Between Spontoneous ond Requested ProsocioJ Behoviors 
end PhysicoJ, Socio), ond Personc,J Self-Concepts 
Scores for the physical, social, and personal self-concepts were 
obtoined by summing the positive responses within eoch category. 
The scores representing the sponteneous end requested prosocioJ 
behovior cotegories were obtained by summing the frequencies of 
these beheviors os they occurred during classroom free pJoy 
activities. The doto for this question were onoJyzed using muJtipJe 
regression. Due to the Joel< of variance in the comforting prosociaJ 
voriobJe, it wc,s excluded from this onoJysis. 
A significant reJotion wos found between the set of physicoJ, 
personoJ, ond socio) predictors end sponteneous coopereting which 
exp Joined 141 of the vorionce (R= .37, £.= 2.64). This indicates thot 
the verionce in spontoneous cooperoting con be predicted from the 
linear composite of the three self-concept predictors. However, no 
single predictor variable contributed a significant amount of varionce 
ofter controlJing for the other two. The correJotions between 
physicttJ, personoJ, ond social self-concept with requested helping, 
shoring, and cooperating were aJJ non significant. Table 5 shows the 
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Note. N = 58. 






















D6t8 relating to this question were an6lyzed using 6 multiv6riate 
analysis of veriance to compare the two groups, boys and girls, and 
determine if there were sign1ficent differences between them on the 
four prosoci61 behavior categories; helping, sharing, comforting, and 
coopereting. Results indicated th6t there were no significant 
differences emong boys and girls with regard to the frequencies of 
the four prosocial behavior categories. There were also no 
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significant differences between the two groups on the total prosociel 
behavior category. Table 6 shows the analysis of differences. 
Table 6 
Analysis of Differences in Means Between the Two Groui2s 
Variables Boys Girls 
Mean SD Mean SD F ~ 
Helping 2.47 1.76 2.96 2.19 .92 .34 
Sharing .97 1.40 1.00 1.19 .01 .92 
Comforting .00 .00 . 11 .57 1.07 .30 
Cooperating 5.10 3.60 15.25 5.34 .02 .90 
Total P. B. 16.53 4.99 19.25 6.56 .22 .64 
Note. P. B. = Prosociel Behavior. 
Note. Boys N = 30, Girls N = 26. 
* Q. < .05. 
Teacher Ratings of Chj]dren·s Prosociel Behaviors end Self-Concepts 
Additional information concerning children's prosociel behaviors 
and their self-concept wes gathered from teacher rating scales. The 
means, standard deviations, ond nmges of teacher ratings of prosociel 
behevi or cetegori es end self-concept cetegori es ere reported in 
Tables 7 and B. The four classroom teBchers evelueted eech child's 
spontaneous and requested helping, shBring, comforting, end 
cooperBt i ng prosoci e 1 behevi ors. From this ret i ng, eech child received 
three scores. The possible ranges for eech the spontaneous end 
requested scores were 4-16 end the possible range for the totBl scale 
79 








wos 8-32. As reported in Tnble 7~ the 6Ctu61 range for the 
sponteneous ratings was 5-16, requested 4-15, 6nd for totnl 14-20. 
The information obtained from teacher ratings was correlated with 
ench child's observed prosociel beh6Yior frequencies Bnd self-concept 
scores. 
Table 7 
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Toble 8 
Means, stondord oevioUons, and Range of Teacher Rot1ngs of 
ChiJdran'& Pbys.jcal. so,;iol/Papr, and cagnittve/PersonaJ Self-Concept 
Voriobles Cases Mean S.D Range 
T. R. Phys1cal 
Se 1 f-Concept 576 17.11 2.97 9-22 
T. R. Peer/Soc1e11 
Self-Concept 45 14.84 3.51 6-20 
T. R. Cogn1t1ve/Persom11 
Self-Concept 52 18.67 2.10 10-20 
T. R. Totol Self-Concept 38 50.74 5.55 39-59 
Note. T. R. = Te6cher Re1tings. 
6 1tems on teBcher questionm,ires th6t were not responded to for 6 
particule1r group were elimine1ted for the entire sample. 
Table 9 presents the correle1tions between the teacher re1tings of 
spontBneous Bnd requested prosocial behavlors with subjects· tot81 
spontaneous prosocial behaviors and subjects· total requested 
prosocle1l behe1viors derived from the four prosocie1l categories. 
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et>n:eJ~tioos Be~ween Jeocher Ratings of soontoneous ond Reauested 
erosoc~ol Behov~ors wjth Subject's soonttmeous onct Requested 
Prosoc161 behev1 ors 
V8r18bles 
T. R. Spontaneous with 
Subjects· Sponteneous 
T. R. Requested With 
Subjects'Requested 
T. R. Total with 
Subjects· Totel Prosociel 
~ote. T. R. = Teecher Retings. 
~- N:56. 





Teble 9 shows the reletion between subjects· requested prosocial 
behoviors end teecher rotings of requested prosociel behaviors was 
significent (r= .25, P= .03). This indiceted thet teechers· perceptions 
and evoluetions of requested prosocial behaviors are similar to the 
observed prosociel behaviors. The reletionship between subjects' 
spontaneous prosociel beheviors end teacher ratings of sponteneous 
prosociel behoviors was not significent. This indiceted thet teachers 
perceptions and evaluations of children's spontoneous prosociel 
beh8Viors were not similar to the frequencies of observed prosociol 
beheviors. The correlation between the totel prosocial beheviors of 
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subjects and the total score on the tet1cher rnting scale was non 
significcmt. This indicated that teacher's perceptions of children's 
prosocit:11 behaviors and the children's observed prosociol behoviors 
were not similar. 
Teachers also responded to a rating scale evaluating each child's 
self-concept on three levels; cognitive/personol, peer 
acceptance/sociol, and physic8l competence. These scores were 
correlated with subjects' scores on the three self-concept 
cotegories; personal, socit:11, ond physical self-concept. The total 
scores on the teacher rating scale were also correlated with subjects 
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Table 10 
Correlations Between Teacher Ratlngs of Personal, Sociol, and 
Physjcal Self-Concept wtth Subject's Personal, sociol, and Physical 
Self-Concepts 
Variables ocases r a 
T .R. Cog/Persona 1 
with Subjects 
Personol S.C. 52 -.09 .26 
T.R. Peer/Social 
with Subjects 
Social S. C. 45 .03 .42 
T.R. Physfcol 
with Sub J ects 
Physical S. C. 41 -.07 .34 
T .R. Total W1th 
Subjects Total 
Self-Concept 26 -.14 .25 
Note. T. R. = Teacher Ratings. 
HD..t.e.. S. C. = Self Concept. 
aThe uneven number of cases is due to the inapplicability of some 
questionneire items to the children. 
*I!< .05. 
The relations between teacher rotings of cognitive/personal, 
peer/social, and physical competencies with children's self-concepts 
were non significant. This indicates that the teacher's perceptions of 
84 
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children's self-concepts and competences were not similor to the 
children's performtJnce on the self-concept measure. 
PetJrson product moment correlotions were 81so used to exomine 
the relations between teecher retings of spontoneous, requested, end 
tot81 prosociol beheviors with the chfJdren·s tot81 scores on the 
Purdue self-concept metJsure. The results of this 8n81ysis 8re 
reported in Tobie , 1. 
Table 11 
ReJationships Between Spontaneous, Reayested, 8nd Totpl ProsocioJ 
Behc,Yior Teacher Ratings with TotoJ Self-Concept 
Variables/ Self-Concept 
SponttJneous T. R. 
Requested T. R. 
Total T. R. 
Note. T. R. = TetJcher Retings. 
Note. N = 58 









As ctJn be seen from T8ble 1 1, the correltJtions between tetJcher 
rBtings of spontBneous prosociol behBviors Bnd self-concept were non 
significant. The relBtfonshfp between tetJcher rotings of requested 
Prosocf al behBviors tJnd self-concept were Blso non significtJnt. Also 
indicBting a non significBnt correlation was the relationship between 
totBI tetJcher ratings and self-concept. These non significont 
85 
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relations indicate the lock of similorit1es between teocher rotings of 
prosociol behoYiors ond children's self-concepts. 
As indicated previously, a peer nomination measure was used for 
the purpose of exploring similarities between peer evoluotions of 
prosociol behavior and observed frequencies of these behoviors. 
Children were osked to nominote their peers who they perceived os 
displaying ony, some, or ell of the prosocial behaviors. Each child's 
score on this measure was obtoined by summing the frequencies of 
nominations within eoch prosocial behavior cotegory. Neons ond 
standard deviotions for the variables are presented in Toble 12 and 
informotion concerning the correlotions among the vor1obles is 
presented in Table 13. As is shown in Table 12, the prosociol 
behovior cotegory most often referred to by peers wos cooperoting, 
followed by helping, shoring, ond then comforting. 
The results of the correlation onolysis indicoted that there were 
no significant relations between peer nominations and observed 
freQuencies of prosocial behaviors. There appeors to be little 
similority between children's recollections of peer prosocial 












.t:Jeons standard oeviotions ooa Range of freayencjes for Peer 
Nominations of Helping, Shoring, comfortjng, end Cooperating 
Variables Mean SD Range 
Peer Nomi net ions 
Helping 3.10 1.65 0-B 
Sharing 2.84 1.47 0-6 
Comforting 2.45 1.49 0-7 
Cooperate 4.09 2.06 0-10 
Tott1J 12.48 4.69 3-26 
Note. N = 58. 
Table 13 
Corre1at1ons Between Peer Nominotioos of ProsocioI Behaviors with 
Observed Prosocial Behoviors 
\le,; eb 1 es r .Q. 
P. N. Helping With 
Observed Helping -.07 .31 
P. N. Shere with 
Observed Shon ng -.05 .36 
P. N. Comforting with 
Observed Comforting -.04 .38 
P. N. Cooperritfng with 
Observed Cooperet f ng -.06 .27 
P. N. Total With 
Tote l Observed 
Prosocial Behavior - .13 .16 
Note. P. N. = Peer Nominations. 
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The relntions between tencher rntings of prosocial behaviors and 
peer nominetions of prosocial behaviors were olso explored. The 
correl8tions between peer nomin6tions of helping with tencher 
ratings of prosocial behavior (r:.25, 12.= .03). peer nominations of 
cooperating with teecher ratings of prosociel beh6Yior (r= .34, .Q.= 
.01 ), totel peer nominntion with teacher n.tings of spontaneous 
prosocial behaviors (r= .30, 12.= .01) were all significant.· Also 
sign1f1cent were the relntions between teacher ratings of 
sponteneous prosocial beheviors with peer nominations of sh8r1ng (r= 
.26, It= .02), comforting (r= .27, It= .02), coopen.ting (r= .62, R:= .00, 
end totel peer nomination (r:.55, 12.= .o 1 ). These signific6nt 
correlnt1ons between te8cher n.t1ngs nnd peer retings of prosociel 
beheviors indicete thnt similarities in the perceptions of the two 
groups exist concerning the prosocinl behaviors exhibited by the 
children within the classroom setting. 
summary 
The expectation th8t children with higher scores on the Purdue 
Self-Concept Scale would display higher frequencies of prosocial 
beh8viors when comp8red to their peers with lower scores wes 
pertielly supported by the d8t8 of this study. Signif1cent relations 
were found between the total spontaneous category, tot81 
cooperBting, end olso spontoneous cooperating when correlated 
individuolly wlth self-concept. Non significant rel8tions were found 
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between the totol prosociol behavior category with self-concept ond 
between the individual spontaneous and requested behaviors with the 
exception of spontaneous cooperating. Also indicating non significant 
relotionships were the correlations between the totols of the four 
prosoc1al categories and self-concept. Non significant wos the 
correlation between the.totol requested prosociol behavior category 
ond self-concept. 
The mutt iple correlotion between the prosociol behoYior category 
ond the set of predictor voriobles (physical, sociol, personal self-
concept) olso indicated non significant relationships. The multiple 
correlotions between those predictor voriobles with spontoneous 
helping ond shoring, ond requested helping, shoring, ond cooperoting 
were olso not supported not supported by the doto. Support wos 
found, however, for the relotfonship between physicol, sociol, ond 
personal self-concepts ond spontaneous cooperating. The 
muttivoriote onolysis exomining gender differences between the 
meons of the two groups on the four prosociol behavior cotegorfes 
was non significont. 
A signifi cont correlotfon wos found between teocher rotings of 
requested prosociol behoviors ond children's observed requested 
behaviors. No relotionships were found between teocher rotfngs of 
prosociol behoviors ond self-concept ond children's observed 
behoviors ond their self-concepts. Peer nominotions of prosociol 
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beheviors were not found to bee re\\eble \nd\cetor of observed 
S
oc\al behav\ors. pro 
An exom\nallon of the means of the prosociel behavior categories 
,nd\ceted that chlldren exh\b\ted more coopereting behaviors followed 
bY help1ng, sharing, and comforting. The means elso indicated that 
cnndren displayed Mgher frequencies of spont,meous beheviors withtn 
each of the prosocial ccstegories as opposed to requested behaviors. 
with regard to self-concept, children on overege scored htgher on the 






The purpose of this study wos to explore the relotionship between 
kindergcrrten children's prosociol behoviors ond their self-concepts. 
Spontoneous ond requested i nstances of helping, shcrring, comforting, 
crnd coopercrting were observed during preschool ploy, ond the Purdue 
Se 1 f-Concept Seo 1 e was odmi ni stered. T eocher quest i onnoi res end 
peer nomincrtion tcrsks provided edditionol supportive dcrto. 
In this study, it was expected thcrt chfldren with higher self-
concept scores would exhibit more prosociol behcrviors thon children 
with lower self-concept scores. A significonl reletion wos found 
between the totcrl spontaneous scores cmd self-concept. Also 
significent were the reletions between totel coopereting with self-
concept ond also between spontcrneous cooperating ond self-concept. 
The relotion between total prosocial behcrvior and self-concept was 
non significont. There were olso no significont relotions between the 
individual spontaneous ond requested behoviors crnd self-concept, 
with the exception of spontaneous cooperoting. 
A significent relotion wcrs found between the set of physicel, 
sociol, ond personal self-concept predictors end spontoneous 
cooperating. The correlotion between those predictors ond totcrl 
prosociol behevior wos non significent. There wes elso no signific8nt 
reletion between those predictors end sponteneous helping end 
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sharing and requested helping, sharing, and cooperating. No gender 
differences were found between boys and girls with regard to helping, 
shoring, comforting, and cooperating prosocial behaviors. 
Teacher rotings of children's spontaneous prosocial behaviors 
were not related to children's observed spontaneous behaviors. A 
significant relationship wos found between teacher rtitings of 
requested prosocial behaviors and children's observed requested 
behtiviors. An exomintition of the similtirities between peer 
nomintitions of helping, shtiring, comforting, tind coopertiting 
prosocial behaviors and children's observed prosocial acts indicated 
non significant relations. 
Prosoci a 1 Behavior and Se 1 f-Concept 
The underlying assumption guiding this study was that 
kindergarten children were cap ab 1 e of exhibiting various types of 
prosocial behaviors and that the frequencies of these behaviors would 
reflect the quality of their performance on the self-concept scale. 
The assumption that young children were capable of exhibiting 
various types of prosocial behaviors within the school setting was 
certainly supported by the observational data. The relation between 
these positive behaviors as total scores and self-concept, however, 
was not significant. This finding is neither consistent with, nor 
supportive of the results of other research studies that investigated 
similar relationships (Cauley&. Tyler, 1989; Larrieu&. Mussen, 1985). 
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Since the some objective self-concept tosk wos used in both, the 
present study and Cauley and Tylers·, it ts unlikely thet 
inconsistencies in the results were c, function of this measure. 
However, varietions of the prosocial behavior operetional definitfons 
ond observotionol meosures moy hove contributed to the 
discrepancies between the results of the two studies. 
An exominotion of the operotionol definition thot guided the 
prosociol behovior observot1ons of this study end the ones used by 
Couley (198S) provided o pottern of similorlties but also reveoled 
differences. In both studies, for example, shoring wos similarly 
defined os the offering of on object such os cloy, or o port of on 
object in the child's possession to onother child or group of children. 
Dissimilarities existed, however, with regard to the cotegories in 
which behaviors were placed. In this study, for example, a distinction 
was mode between helping ond comforting behaviors. When one child 
approached another crying child to comfort him, this behavior was 
coded os comforting in this study while Cauley predefined and coded 
such a behovior os helping. The inclusion of helping ond comforting 
behaviors in one cotegory, as was the case in Couley·s study, may hove 
contributed to increosing the frequencies of behaviors within the 
helping category. 
Another factor which may have contributed to the discrepancies 
between Couley ond Tyler's study ond the present one was the length 
of the prosocial behavior observetionol intervol. Each child in this 
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study W6S observed individually and randomly using two minute 
interv61s for a tot61 of 40 minutes per child. Cauley and Tyler. on the 
other hand. observed children in randomized groups of 10 over a seven 
minute period using 15 second observation intervals for a total of 20 
minuted per child. In the present study. for example. if a child was 
engaged in the same cooperative act for the entire two minute period 
of observation, that behavior was coded as one cooperative prosocial 
act. However. in Cauley and Tyler's study it was possible that within 
the seven minute period of observation. each of the ten chlldren may 
have been observed ot least on two separate occasions. especially 
considering the length of the observation interval. It is then possible 
that if o child weis engaged in the seime coopereitive eict during the 
second round of observations. he/she would hove received on 
additional score for cooperating. Thus, it is posstble that the 
differences in the length of the two observatlonol intervals may hove 
in effect limited the opportunity for coding prosociol behaviors in 
this study while maximizing these opportunities in Couley ond Tyler. 
Spontaneous end Reauested Prosocip1 Behoviors ond Self-Concept 
Significant relations were found between the total spontrmeous 
behaviors and self-concept. totel cooperating with self-concept. and 
also spontaneous cooperating with self-concept. The significant 
finding between total cooperating and self-concept supports the 
results of Cauley and Tyler who also reported on the significance 
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between the two variables. Also significant was the correlation 
between spontaneous cooperating and physical, social, cmd personoJ 
self-concepts. Non significant relations were found between the 
requested individual and total prosocial behaviors with the total 
self-concept score. Also non significant were the relotionships 
bet ween spontoneous ond requested helping and shoring, ond also 
requested cooperoting with the three self-concept predictors. 
A pottern emerged in the dot6 indicBting thot within eBch 
cotegory, children exhibited more spontBneous thon requested 
prosocia1 behaviors. This finding was consistent with the findings of 
severBl other studies which reported higher frequencies of 
spontoneous prosociol behoviors than requested ones (Bor-TBI, Roviv, 
& Goldberg, 1982; Couley, 1985; & Eisenberg-Berg & HBnd, 1979). 
Thus, it is possible to conclude thot chfJdren disploy more 
spontoneous thon requested prosocia1 behaviors. 
These significant results provide further support for the view thBt 
socio1 behaviors are influenced by the qunlity of self-perceptions 
(Epstein, 1973; Morcus & wurf, 1987; MBrshoJJ, 1969; & Pervin, 1964). 
One possible explanation for these positive relations may be that 
children with higher self-concepts are Jess focused on the self and 
ore more owore of others' needs, thus increBsing the likelihood for 
spontaneous cooperative behaviors to occur. 
In other research, chfldren who exhibited high frequencies of 
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needs of others (lonnotti, 1985), and displayed high leYels of posttiye 
arr ect (Lennon & Eisenberg, 1967). tn addition, Eisenberg, Cameron 
T I 
,Yon, and Dodez ( J 98 J) reported that chfldren who frequently 
engaged 1n spontaneous actions were more independent in compt1rfson 
to their peers who displt1yed more requested prosocttJl behoYiors. 
Considering the f ndependent nature of chfldren who dtsplt1y high 
frequencies of spontaneous prosocfal behaviors (Eisenberg et er., 
198 1 ), Perhops it mt1y be argued thtJt these children perceive 
th
ernselves as competent indiYfduars who are able to interact 
effecuve1y with others. If this is the case, then ft may be that these 
Children ore more self-confident ebout their abilities in meeting the 
needs of others end therefore approach sftuations both conffdentry 
0nd Without the verbal or nonverbal d1rectfon of others. This 
consteUt1Uon of posf UYe and confident prosocittl behaviors may form 
the Underpfnnings of socittl competence. Further research may 
e~emtne thts rercuonship. 
Gender Ptfferences in prosoctol Behaviors 
There were no significant differences between boys ttnd gfrJs wfth 
regsrd to helping, sharing, comforting, and cooperating prosocial 
behaviors. These results were expected because studies of prosociBI 
behsvior and gender dffferences have genererry reported non 
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Cauley & Tyler, 1969; Eisenberg-Berg & Hond, 1979; Eisenberg-Berg & 
lennon, 1980; Iannotti, 1985; Stanhope, Bell, & Porker-Cohen, 1987). 
Trcditional cultural stereotypes motivated researchers to examine 
gender differences in prosocial behavior. While boys, for example, are 
expected to be more competitive and display nonemotionel behaviors, 
girls are encouraged to be more empathic, sensitive, and to respond to 
others· needs (Radke-Yarrow, Zahn-Waxler, & Chapman, 1963). With 
these predominant stereotypes, one would expect apparent gender 
differences. However, given the consistency in non significant gender 
differences in the recent studies, future researchers need to look 
beyond gender differences. 
Teacher Ratings and Observed Prosocial Behaviors and Self-Concept 
A s1gn1ficant relation was found between teacher ratings of 
requested prosocial behaviors and children's requested behaviors. One 
possible explanation for this significant finding may be that teachers 
in this study were directly involved with requesting and receiving 
prosocial acts, but were not directly involved in spontaneous ones. 
An examination of the observational data indicated that the majority 
of requests for prosocial behavior were made by teachers. More 
specifically, 831 of the requested cooperating acts displayed by 
children were in response to a teachers request, while teachers were 
the recipients of only 211 of the spontaneous cooperating behaviors. 
Given that teachers were more often the recipients of requested than 
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spontaneous behaviors, it is not surprising that there was a 
relationship between their evaluations and the children's observed 
requested behaviors. 
Similar studies have also used teacher rntings but results have 
been conf11cting. Wh11e Cauley and Tyler ( 1989), for example, 
reported significant relations between teacher ratings and children's 
behaviors, Iannotti ( 1985) indicated non significant correlations 
emong the two measures. 
In this study, the reletionship between children's spontaneous 
prosocial behaviors and teacher ratings of those behaviors was non 
s1gniflcant. It may be possible that children were engaged in 
spontaneous prosoctal behaviors more often than the teachers 
realized. It may also be possible that teachers were more focused on 
disruptive behaviors and involved in problem solving tesks, thus 
minimizing the opportunities for them to notice spontaneous 
prosociol interactions among the children. Given these possible 
situations, 1t is not be surprising that dissimilarities existed 
between teacher ratings of spontaneous behaviors and children's 
spontaneous behovi ors. 
Peer Nominations ond Obseryed Prosociol Behavjors 
The relationships between peer nominations of prosoci el behaviors 
8nd observed prosoci81 8Ctions were non significant. This finding was 











( 1988) who incorporoted these tasks in their study of four and five-
year-old children. They reported that the relationship between peer 
nominations of sharing and observed sharfng was non significant. 
They did report, however, that peer nominations of helping were 
significantly related to observed helping. In one study involving 
adolescents subjects, Wentzel ( 1991) reported that peer nominations 
of socially responsible behaviors identified as helping, sharing, and 
cooperating were related to classroom academic achievement. 
Perhaps the use of such nomination measures with young children is 
premature and may prove more meaningful and reliable when used 
with older children or even adolescents. 
Although there were no significant relationships in this study 
between peer nominations and observed prosocial behaviors, an 
interesting pattern emerged when comparing the frequenctes of 
behaviors within the two measures. An examination of the 
frequencies of observed prosocial behaviors indicated that children 
exhibited more cooperoting acts followed by helping, sharing, and 
comforting. This was also true for the peer nomination data where 
cooperating was the category most often ref erred to by the children 
when nominating their peers, followed by helpfng, sharing, and then 
comforting. 
One possible explanation for this pattern of similarities may be 
attributed the amount of time these children spend together providing 








Rubin ( 1965), for example, reported that children may be considered 
os useful sources of information concerning their peers· social 
behaYiors due to the amount of time they spend together and the 
Yeriety of experiences encountered within the same setting. It may 
be possible to conclude that the pttttern of similarities in the 
nomination and observation dottt were a reflection of the months 
these children httd spent interttcting with one ttnother prior to the 
implementtttion of this study. 
Incidents of Prosocial Behaviors in the Classroom 
Children engaged more in coopertttion than any of the other 
prosocial behaYiors. Iannotti ( 1985) and Cauley and Tyler ( 1989) also 
reported on the higher frequencies of cooperative actions as opposed 
to other prosocial categories. Several reasons may have contributed 
to the higher frequencies of cooperating behavfors. It was apparent 
during the observational data coJJection phase of this study that the 
way in which activities were structured provided for greater 
opportunities for cooperative behaviors to occur among the children. 
For example, projects such as group painting activities were 
Presented by the teachers which required mutual participation and 
cooperation on the children's part. Other activities included games 
Which required the cooperative participation and involvement of at 







These observotions roise seven,) questions. Most importont, 
wouJd the frequencfes of helping, shoring, ond comforting i ncreose 
Within the cJossroom settfng if more opportunities were presented by 
the teocher through the octfvUies and incorporated into their dofly 
progroms? CouJd the reoson for the high frequencies of coopen,tive 
behavfors be ottnbuted to the verboJ emphasf s by teachers and 
possfbJy the reinforcement of these behovfors more often thon 
others? Gelfond et aJ. (1975) reported that aduJt pn,fse and 
reinforcement con motivate prosocfaJ behaviors. If teachers place 
more emphosis on coopen,tfon among the peers sfnce these behovfors 
minimize cJossroom disruption, then it fs possible that teachers 
communfcote to the children the fmportonce of coopen,tive behavfors 
in the cJassroom more so thon heJpfng, shoring, ond comforting. 
Another reeson for the comperativeJy higher frequencies of 
cooperative acts may be thot the neture of these behavfors requfres 
positive recfprocol fnten,ction omong peers. As prevfousJy noted, the 
noture of the classroom activftfes provided by the teachers required 
joint effort on the chiJdren·s pert. Assuming thot chiJdren enjoy 
Partfcipoting tn these activities, then they may perceive cooperation 
os necessary for the continuation of pJay or joint tesks. 
It is also possible that children engaged more fn cooperative 
behaviors becouse through these extended encounters, they moy be 
presented with the opportunities for communicating and osserting 
their views ond ideas. During the observational phase of this study, 
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for ex6mple, it W6S noticed th6t chfldren frequently eng6ged in 
everyday conversation about their Jives while they coopen,ted 
amongst themselves. These behaviors were thus part of the nonnal 
flow of events fn the classrooms. Sharing behaviors, on the other 
hand, are char6cterized by brief encounters between the inittator 6nd 
the recipient of those acts. Since they are brief encounters, ft m6y be 
likely that they provfde personal satfsfaction as opposed to extended 
reciprocal inten,ction as was the case with cooperating. 
The compan,tfvely lower rates of these behaviors may also be 
attributed to the nature 6nd organization of the clossrooms fn which 
the observations took place. For example, the lower sharfng rates 
may reflect the abundant materials provided for these children. In 
the four centers, many activities included enough materials for 
children to use indfvidu6lly, thus minimizing the need to shore. The 
centers were supportive environments where te6chers consistently 
tried to minimize conflicts 6nd rapidly solved problems as they 
occurred. It may then be possible to conclude that these supportive 
environments minimized emotion61 and physic61 discomforts and in 
turn limited the need for comforting behaviors among the children. 
The lower n,tes of helping m6y be attributed to the independent 
nature of kfndergarten children. At this 6Qe, children nre more 
fnclined to work on portraying 6n image of ·1 con do it by myself· as 
opposed to asking others for 6ssist6nce. These children m6y also 
perceiYe that wh6t applies to them m6y apply to their peers, thus 
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mfntmtztng heJpfuJ tnitiatfons. Bredekemp (f 987), for example, 
reported that kindergarten children are optimistic about thefr own 
abHHies and skiJJs and are confident thot they can ochieve tasks 
independent J y. 
TheoretfcaJ Perspectives 
The two theoretical perspectives that have formed the basts for 
this research may provide several important insights concernfng the 
outcomes of the study. From the standpoint of socfaJ cognftfon, 
(Shent z, 1983), children's prosocial behaviors emerge and are 
strengthened primarfJy as a function of fncreased levels of 
perspective taking skflls, which may enable them to anticipate the 
needs of others (Damon, 1988). If perspective taking ts a precursor to 
ProsociaJ responding, and sfnce the children in thfs study exhfbfted a 
variety of prosocfaJ behavtors, then it may be argued that those 
ChiJdren have at Jeast some abiHty to perceive the needs of others 
and behave accordingly. Social cognftfve research also emphasizes 
the process of self /other differentiation as a necessary component of 
Perspective takfng (Shantz, 1963). ff this is the case, it may foJlow 
then that chfldren fn this study have achieved this developmental 
milestone, allowing them to focus away from the self and understand 
that others· experiences differ from their own. 
From the perspective of attachment theorists such as Bowlby 








effect on the child's loter emotionol ond sociol deYelopment. Children 
who htwe experienced worm, consistent, ond empothic core os inf onts 
Bre more likely to perceive themselves os worthy individu8ls who 
disploy sociolly competent behoviors tmd ore more oriented towords 
peers (Bretherton, 1965; Postor, 1961 ). Conversely, children who 
hove experienced eorly relotionships chorocterized os rejecting ond 
unresponsive moy be expected to develop poor sociol skills in oddition 
to negot ive self-perceptions, heightened by feeling of unworthiness 
(Erickson, Sroufe,&. Egelond, 1985). 
Viewed from this perspective, the quolity of eorly porent-child 
relotionships moy be 8 contributing foctor Bccounting for both the 
prosociol behovior obserYotions ond self-concept evoluotions. In this 
study, there were children who exhibited high frequencies of 
prosociol behoviors while others did not. There were olso differences 
in the children's perceived quolity of the self. Since some of the 
relotions between the prosociol behovior cotegories ond self-concept 
were significant, it is interesting to consider possible relotionships 
between eorly ottochment ond loter prosociol behovior ond self-
concept for future research. 
One orgument is thot children who disployed o relotively higher 
frequency of prosociol behoviors hove experienced positive eorly 
relotionships. Another orgument 1s thot children who scored 
relotiYely higher on the self-concept meosure hove olso experienced 
worm ond consistent core. Those children, occording to the 
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ntt6chment perspective, hnve fncorpornted perceptions of their 
primnry cnregfvers ns helpful and empathic nnd hnve mnnifested these 
behnviors with confidence withi n the context of the peer group. 
Although o significant relation between totol self-concept ond 
prosocifll behnvior Cfltegories wns not found in this pnrticulflr study 
but found for 1ndfvidufll c6tegories, the ntt6chment perspective m6y 
still be applied to exploin the differences in children's prosociol 
responding ond fllso the wide rnnge of self-concept scores. 
Considering thnt positive correlntions were found between self-
concept ond prosociol behavior in other studies (Couley & Tyler, 1989; 
L6rrieu & Mussen, 1985), it is possible to nrgue thnt these relntions 
m6y be fl reflection of the qunlity of enrly p6rent-child relntionships. 
tmplicfltions for Future Reseflrch 
Future reseflrchers need to consider severfll methodologicfll issues 
when plflnning 6 study similflr to the present one. First, fl lnrger the 
sflmple size mnkes it more likely thnt its me6ns find stflndnrd 
devi6tions are represent6tive of the meflns end stenderd devifltions of 
the populfltion. Second, incrensing the number of observetions per 
child mfly ndd to fl lnrger Vflrience of frequency scores within eech of 
the separate prosocial behavior categories as well as for the 
aggregnte. 
Third, in order to investigflte if vnrying the length of the 
observational intervals hfls en effect on the coding of these 
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behaviors, researchers may consider reducing this interval to one 
minute or less per child os opposed to the two minute intervals used 
in this study. For exemple, e small group of children may be observed 
over o five minute period using 15-second intervals. within those 
five minutes, eech child would be observed at leest twice end thus 
mey hcive e higher frequency of prosociel acts, even if the child wes 
still engoged in the scime behcivior cis when first observed. 
Although other methods are used to cissess prosocial behciviors 
such es situational tests ond sociometric questionnciiresr the 
ncitura11stic observetion method used fn this study 1s perceived es 
providing highly dependcible and eccunite estimetes of children's 
prosocial behaviors (Eisenberg & Mussen, 1969). However, in order to 
measure these behaviors os completely and accurately cis possible, 
peer ratings end teocher questionnaires may be used in combination 
with the nciturolistic observot1ons. In this study, for example, no 
relr.itionship wcis found between teacher and peer ratings end 
prosocieJ behaviors, except for requested prosocial beheviors. 
Reseorchers ere therefore cautioned egeinst using these evaluative 
measures os sole sources of infonnotion regarding the naturally 
occurring prosociel behaviors. S1nce there heve been reports of 
significant relationships between teacher evaluations end observed 
prosocicil behciviors (Ceuley &. Tyler, 1969), resecirchers are 
encouraged to use these questionnaires in conjunction with 
observet i one 1 meesures. 
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According to the dote of the present study, totol self-concept 
scores f n end of themselves df d not predict the frequency of totol 
prosocfal behoviors. ft moy be that other ospects of self- concept 
should be explored to see if there is some connection. Self-esteem fs 
one of those aspects. One could employ o self-esteem meosure (the 
evoluotive dimension of self-concept) to explore its relation to 
prosociol behoviors. While self-concept involves o cognftive 
understonding of personol skflls end obilities (Marsh & Shavelson, 
1965) self-esteem involves the effective evaluation of personol 
abilitfes (Horter, 1983). It is possible that on understanding ond 
oworeness of physical, social, end personal abilities (self-concept) 
may not be related to the frequency of children's prosocial behaviors, 
but what may be related is how chfldren feel about ond evaluate these 
abilities (self-esteem) may. For example, children who .{uJ.. 
positively about themselves may olso view others in a positive 
manner, thus perceiving them as individuals worthy of positive 
f nteract ions. 
Since the research in prosoc1ol behavior and self-concept is still 
very limtted, this presents future researchers in the orea with many 
opportunities for creotfve exploration. Researchers may consider 
using a combinatfon of self-concept measures to ensure consistency 
In children's responses. For example, the Hems on the Pictorial Scale 
of perceived Competence and Social Acceptance for Young Children 
(Harter & Pike, 1983) ere sim11or to those on the Purdue used in this 
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study. A compBrison of the results of the correlBtions between the 
two indivfdu81 meBsures Bnd prosociBI beh8Yiors would be usefut: 
The l8ck of consistency Bnd st8bility of ogreements concerning the 
conceptual and measurement issues of self-concept haye been 
8pp8rent since the introduction of this concept by Willi8m James fn 
J 690. This Jack of agreement is especially exaggerated at the e8rly 
childhood leYel. Some haYe argued (MarshaJI, 1969) that young 
chfldren Bre not yet c8p8ble of fuHy comprehending their 8bilities 8nd 
limitations. Accordingly, meBsures thot require such eY8JU8tiye 
responses mBy not yield me8sUr8bJe and reli8b1e information 
concerning children's deyeJoping skflJs. 
Another issue thitt needs to be considered is the response set thot 
moy be established during the interview. It is possible that some 
children mBy choose particular responses which they perceive as 
·p1easing" the examiner. It may also be that some children choose 
positiye responses in order to create o positiYe image about 
themselves, especia11y when oduJt exominers ore invoJyed. Several 
precitutions can be taken to maximize the consistency of children's 
responses to items on self-concept scoles. Investigators may 
consider administering the measure on two separate occasions during 
the course of the study. An oltemate way would be to repeitt seyeraJ 
test items at a Jater point in time in order to determine consistency 
of responses. 
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To further e>eamine the relations between prosocial behaYior and 
self-concept, researchers need to consider the growing number of 
studies indicating s1gnificent relat1onsh1ps between the quality of 
early parent-child relationships and h:1ter social emotional 
functioning (e.g. Erickson, Sroufe, & Egeland, 1965; Matas, Arends, & 
Sroufe, 1976; Pastor, 1961; Sroufe, Fox, & Pancake, 1963; Sroufe & 
Waters, 1977). Given this body of evidence, future researchers ere 
encouraged to design longitudinal studies which combine early 
measures of attachment, such as the Ainsworth Strange Situation 
procedure ( 1972) with later self-concept measures such as the Harter 
end Pike See 1 e ( 1963) and net un, 1i st i c obserYat ions of prosoci o I 
behavior. 
Implications for Practice 
Eorly childhood educBtors may promote children's prosociol 
behaviors ond their self-concepts tn e Yoriety of ways. Modeling, 
reinforcement, end specific prosociel activities con especiolly be 
powerful ways of encouraging children's prosociol behaviors. When 
children observe their teochers as consistently ond regularly 
exhibiting acts of considerotion, helpfulness, ond nurturence they ere 
likely to imitate these behoviors which, in turn, enhonces thetr own 
prosociol responding (Eisenberg & Mussen, 1989). Clossroom teachers. 
ere olso encouraged to obserYe for prosociol interactions among the 
children end to systemeticolly reinforce these behaviors in 
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npprecintive wnys. Reinforcement of these behnviors mny strengthen 
the likelihood thnt prosocial nctions nre repented. 
To incrense the effectiveness of modeling nnd reinforcement 
strntegies, it mny be useful for tenchers to implement n vnriety nnd n 
combinntion of techniques. For example, teachers may model nnd 
reinforce positive behnviors but should also implement specific 
prosociol nctivities within their doily progroms. Shoring stories thot 
portrny prosocinl models, for exemple, and discussing these stories 
while plncing special emphasis on the positive behaviors may 
encourage children's prosocinl responding. In nddition, planning group 
activities that requ1 re extended co operation nnd sharing among the 
children is also encournged. 
Teachers cnn nlso work on fncilitnting children's positive self-
concepts inn number of ways. Involving children in developmentally 
approprinte classroom activities that challenge their emerging 
physicol, cognitive, and sociol selves provide children with menns for 
exploring nnd enhnncing their abilities. Teachers are tilso encouroged 
to positively stress ,md reinforce individual differences omong the 
children thus enhancing outonomous feelings and worthiness. 
Teochers moy also assign nppropriate classroom responsibilities to 
children thot enhance their sense of self as individuals who are 
trusted end worthy of these responsibilities. 
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Summory 
The purpose of this study wos to investigote the possible relotions 
bet ween the prosoci o 1 behovi ors of kindergarten children ond their 
self-concepts. Although the findings do not indicate o clear link 
between the two variables, possible relationships may be explored 
from the attachment perspective. Future researchers may investigate 
parental child-rearing practices and how they relate to their 
children's later social and emotional functioning. Moreover, 
considering the overwhelming differences between the frequencies of 
cooperating behaviors in comparison to helping, shoring, ond 
comforting, future research should investigate various classroom 
practices that may have contributed to these differences. It may be 
possible for teachers to opply the techniques used in promoting 
cooperative acts to other prosocial behaviors. 
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APPENDIX A 
SompJes of The Purdue Self-Concept 
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The Purdue Scole os Cotegorized into Phusicol, 
Socio I, ond Personol Self-Concepts 
For the purposes of this study, the 40 items on the Purdue were 
classified into three categories: physical self-concept, social self-
concept, ond personal self-concept. 
The physical self-concept cotegory includes items: I, 3, 5, 8, Jo, 
13, 21, 22, 26, 29, 35, 37. 
The social self-concept cotegory includes items: 7, I J, 14, 17, 18, 
19, 20, 23, 27, 28, 3 I, 33, 34, 36, 38. 
The personol self-concept cotegory includes items: 2, 4, 6, 9, 12, 
I 5, 16, 24, 25, 30, 32, 39, 40. 
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June 18, 1991 
Ms. Tagreed Abutalabs 
9314 Cherry Hill Road, Apt, 824 
College Park, MD 20740 
Dear Ms. Abutalabs: 
You have my permission to reproduce and use the Purdue Self 
Concept Scale in your research work, and to modify the scale 
for your use as you see fit, 
Some of the proposed changes that you outlined over the phone 
sound quite interesting, If the changes involve only the elimination 
or rewording of a few items, you should of course note which 
items were changed in any subsequent publications based on use 
of the scale. If the changes involve a major remodeling of 
the scale, you might rename it (e.g., the Abutalabs Self Concept 
Scale) as a first step in establishing your own scale (based 
on modification of the Purdue Scale) in the literature. Subsequent 
work on validity, reliability and use of the instrument would 
then apply to your scale, 
Good luck with your research project. 
Sincerely, 
~4~ 
Victor G, Cicirelli 
Professor of Developmental 
and Aging Psychology 
PSYCHOLOGICAL SCIENCES BUILDING • WEST LAFAYETTE , IN 47907 
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Examiner's Name _______ _ _ _ 
SCORING SHEET 
PRE-SCHOOL SELF CONCEPT 
!\amt of Child _____________________ _ Ai;e ___ _ Sex ____ _ _ 
School _ __________ Teacher __________ _____ _ Dat _____ _ 
Each ilem is scored as follows: If the child chooses the response alremative to an item which is a positive self-description, 
thar item is given a score of one point: if he endorses a negative self-description, that item is given a score of zero. 
Score on the test is the sum of the item scores. 
hems in which the positive response alternative is the left picture of the item are : I, 2, 5, 7, 9, 12;" 14, .I 5, 17, I 9, 21, 23, 
:4.:7,30,33,36,38,39. 
Items in which the positive response alremarive is the right picture of the item are: 3, 4, 6, 8, 10, 11, 13, 16, J 8, 20, 22, 
:5,26,28,::!9,31,32,34,35,37,40. 
Total Score 
II 21 31 
::! 12 22 32 
3 13 23 33 
4 14 24 34 
s IS 2S 3S · 
6 16 26 36 
7 17 27 37 
8 18 28 38 
9 19 29 39 
10 20 30 40 
I I 5 
............ -·--·· ..--·----
tl..,l,1-,5,&,7.8,q,10,11,12,, I, Z.,3,'f-
13, /1-, 15., /G,, 17, 1f,,1q, 2.0 







I ,__ _________________ 1 
-------------, I I 
,,,, .,,,,,. .... -----
Cf 
Thia child can catch a ball 












Thia child cannot: catch a ha I l 
so we 11. 
This chlld can•t climb so high. Thia child can climb high. 
This child can not vrLte his 
name. 
Thia child can write hi• name. 
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APPENDIX B 
ProsociaJ Behavior Observation Instrument 
Child•_ 
Obs HeJpfng 
Prosocial BehetYior Obseryotion Instrument 
Gender __ 
Sharing 
Center ____ _ 
Comforting Cooperat1ng 













Prosociol Behovior Observation Instrument 
Child# __ 
Obs Helping 














5 R N G 
Center ____ _ 
Comfort1ng 
5 R N G 
Cooperating 




Obs Helping Sharing Comforting Cooperating 









Total: Helping Sharing Comforting Cooperating 
s R N C s R N C s R N C s R N C 
Total : H: S: Cm: Cp: 
Total: Prosocial Behavior= 
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APPENDIX C 
Exomples of Prosociol Behavior Categories 
The following examples were given to 25 doctorol students to 
evoluate their contents in order to establish content validity for the 
operational definitions of helping, sharing, comforting, and 
cooperett i ng. 
HELPING 
1. Sally noticed that Joe was having difficulty with carrying a large 
box. she walked over to htm and asststeo htm wtth carrytng 1t. 
2. Nancy fell down when she bumped into the chair and Sarah 
etssisted her with getting up from the floor. 
3. Teacher asked Sam to put the rest of the puzzle pieces into their 
box because it was time to clean up, and Sam did so. 
4. Tommy noticed that mark was having difffculty with zipping up 
his coat and assisted him with doing so. 
5. John removed a chair that was in the teacher's way so she would 
not fall over ft. 
6. David accidentally tore the paper he was drawing on and Marsha 
got a piece of tape and taped the paper back together. 
7. JyJJ_g_ called to a group of children to go w1th her to the block 
corner ond assist Charlie with placing the blocks back on the 
shelves. 
8. Ben asked for some clay and Donne brought some over to him. 
9. Jnnice found the scissors that the teacher was looking for end 
gave them to her. 
1 O. Syzie noticed that Pam was trying to stack the blocks without 
success, offered to he1p and did so. 
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11. At the teacher's request, John retrieved the crayons. 
12. Tim se8rched for the red crayon th8t Julie was looking for. 
13. suz1e was stack1ng the construct1on paper into a p1le anel askeel 
Paul to give her the one thnt was close to him and Paul does so. 
14. Teacher said that she needed a helper in the reading corner and 
Laura volunteered. 
15. During snack, Jim spilled his milk and Lisa got paper towels 
enough for both of them and assisted with cleaning up the milk. 
16. Ben noticed that one of the game cards was missing and asked if 
anyone would look for it with him, Jennifer volunteered ond 
began to look. 
17. Barb dropped some of the puzzle pieces she was carrying and Sue 
assisted her with picking them up. 
16. Joey was having diff1culty opening the lid of a jar and Phillip 
asked if he could help ond attempted the some task. 
19. Teacher ttsked Oavjd if he would give the glue she has to Don, and 
he did so. 
20. Joe asked Sarah to go and help Tim with putting the books back 
on the shelves and she responded by doing so. 
SHARING 
1. Jimmy poured milk for himself and for Joe. 
2. Frank had a piece of clay in his hand, broke it and gave some to 
Carol. 
3. Janice took out several pieces of construction paper and crayons, 
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placed them on the floor and called another child to join her. 
4. Suzie walked up to Rachael with a bunch of plastic flowers end 
said, ·here, these are for you· end gave them to her. 
5. 6arb asked JQhn ff she could use the glue that he was us1ng end 
John gave her the glue. 
6. In the reeding center, t1m:k took out e book then celled over to 
Corey to join him. 
7. The teacher asked Sam to share one of the books he was looking 
et wfth Lfse end Sam did so. 
6. Neil was wetching Donne while putting a puzzle together end she 
osked him to Join her. 
9. Teacher asked Sherry to share her scissors wUh Barb and she did 
so. 
10. Joanne wos complnfning because she ron out of glue end Phfllip 
gave her hfs glue container and said that she can hove some of 
his. 
11. John wos looking eround while holding up his paintfng to the 
wall, Betty brought over the tape she was using end taped the 
picture for him. 
12. After Kim f1ntshed looktng at her bool<, she gave ft to Carol to 
look at. 
13. John could not find anywhere to sit so Sherry moved over and 
motioned him to sit next to her. 
14. Teacher asked Ben if he would give his sponge to Debbie so she 
can wipe off the other table and Ben did so. 
15. Bruce offered Betty some fmagf nary cookies from a plate he was 
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carrying. 
16. David asked Nencu if he cou1d p1ey with the trucks she was 
p1aying with end she motioned him to sit down next to him end 
they p1ey together. 
17. Jrmice poured imaginary tee into the tea cups end asked ff anyone 
would like some tee. 
1 B. Teacher asked if anyone had en extra napkin and .ID:@g_ gave her 
one of his. 
19. Bobby noticed that Ann was looking for a blue crayon and offered 
her the one he was using. 
20. Lnuni brought o number of pencils to the teble and esked if 
anyone wou1d like a pencil. 
COMFORTING 
1. Tracy fell end began to cry wh1le ~ put his arm around her 
shoulder and asked if she was e1right. 
2. Sarah noticed that Jim was in the corner 1ooking sad, she went 
over to him and started talking about how much fun they had 
earlier with their game. 
3. Tom was crying because he 1eft his lunch box on the bus, .QQ.n. put 
h1s arm around h1m and to1d h1m not to worry ancl that the teacher 
wi11 get it. 
4. Sue 1ooked sed efter her mother 1eft Bnd Barb to1d her not to 
worry because her mother will be beck. 
5. Teacher asked John if he could try to cheer up Cathy, he went over 
to where she was sitting and started talking to her. 
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6. David was upset because it was time to clean up and he hedn't 
finished the picture he was working on, Phillip said that he could 
probably finish it later. 
7. Trocu moved closer to Allison who looked sad and put her arm 
around her. 
B. After the teacher put 8 bandage on Julie's finger, Tommy asked 
her if she was feeling any better. 
9. Paul told the teacher that Jim fell down then he went over to Jim 
and asked if he was alright. 
1 O. After checking Barb's scratched leg, the teacher 8sked Ann to 
keep her company and Ann stayed next to Barb checking her leg. 
11. Tim was upset because his mother was lete and Paule essured 
him that she would be there soon. 
12. Sarah spilled the milk while reaching for it and reacted with 
embarrassment, Joey responded by te 111 ng her not to worry. 
13. After the teacher moved away 8fter talking to Tereas6 about 
throwing the crayons, Lindo moved closer and put her arm 8round 
her. 
14. Liza was sadly explaining to Tom that her baby brother was sick, 
Tom said,-don·t worry, all babies get sick, he'll get better soon". 
15. D1ane was upset Decause Jul1e and R1ckle would not let her play 
with them. Greg told Diane not to worry and that they can p18y 
somewhere else. 
16. One of the buttons on Kim's sweater came off and she was 
clearly upset. Denise brought the situation to the teacher's 
attention and then kept Kim company until the teacher got there. 
17. Not1c1ng that Kate was st111 scared Decause she almost fell off 
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the choirl Danny put his hand on hershoulder and told her to be 
careful next time. 
18. Not aware of what was bothering Ji11 1 Stephanie sat next to her 
8nd 8Sked, ·wh8t'S wrongT 
19. After the teacher's finger was caught in the desk drftwer, SheJJy 
went over and asked if her finger W(JS feeling any better. 
20. When Sally walked into the classroom with a bandftge on her 
forehead, Erik ran up to her tmd asked what had happened and if 
she was feeling better. 
Cooperating 
1. Sally wos sitting with two other chilcren working on a puzzle. 
2. Bill put the cn1yons away in response 10 the teacher's request. 
3. Gary was in the reading corner with Bm looking at 8 book end 
discussing its contents. 
4. Diane had two puppets tmd asked Steve to join her in playing with 
them ond he did. 
5. George W8s headed for the read1ng arefl w1th a puzzle but 
responded to the teacher when she asked him to stay at the 
octivity table. 
6. Donna reminded JQ.e. that he needed to wash his hands before snack 
and he responded to thts reminder by washtng hts hands. 
7. Jane was in the housekeeping 6rea with Dan singing a song. 
6. John went over to a group of children wbo were playing with a 
game and joined them. 
9. Sarah was playing w1th the water at the sink when the teacher 
nsked her to join the rest of the group for circle ond responded by 
joining the rest of the group. 
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Io. Som Bnd Kathy were p1By1ng together on 8 pretend boBt. 
11. The teacher asked Ben to get his coot Bnd line up ond he did so. 
12. Tim wrote his nome on the peinting he completed in response to 
the teocher's request. 
13. ftl W8S in the block 8re8 bu11ding o house w1th John ond Tracy. 
14. Fronk end~ were listening to music end dancing together. 
15. Debbie ond Bruce were bui1ding 8 house together from ch1y. 
16. Kim esked Jnnice to go over to the block oreo Bnd ploy wf th her 
Bnd Jon1ce responded to this request. 
17. Fronk nnd JoBn were W8tching the pet turtle Bnd discussing its 
sleeping nnd enting h8bits. 
16. Soroh and Ben were toking turns with watering the plonts. 
19. Ben nsked onvtd 1f he con Jo1n h1m 1n h1s block bu1HJ1ng nct1v1ty, 
Dov1d Bgreed ond they begtm to piny together. 





Peer Nomi notion Scoring Form 
Instructions: Children were asked to nominate their peers who they 
perceived os disployfng any or c,JJ of the prosociaJ behaviors. 
Ch11dren·s responses were coded on this form under the nominated 
chi J d's nome. 
Peer Nomjnation scorjng Fonn 
Cente~ _____ _ 
ChfJd Name/Number Nome/Number Name/Number 
H S Cm Cp H S Cm Cp H S Cm Cp 
Child Name/Number Name/Number Name/Number 
H S Cm Cp H S Cm Cp H S Cm Cp 
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Teacher Rating Form: Prosocial BehaYior 
The foJJowing eight questions describe children's spontaneous and 
requested helping, sharing, comforting end cooperating behaY1ors. 
Please respond to each question by placing the appropriate number 
indicating how true the statement is for this child in the desigm,ted 
space to the right of eech item. 
Name of Chf1d ______ Gender: (please circle) M / F 
Not Very True= 1 Sort of True= 2 Pretty True= 3 Rec11u True= 4 
1. Spontaneously helps others wtth 
carrytng objects, c1een1ng up, 
searching for materials, etc. 
2. Does not usua11y help others 
unless he/she 1s asked to do so 
by you or other ch11dren. 
3. Spontaneously shares materials 
in his/her possession with others. 
4. Does not usu611y shere meteriB1s 
with others unless he/she is Bsked 
to do so by you or other chf 1 dren. 
5. Spontaneously comforts others 
who are s6d, angry, or physica11y hurt. 
6. Does not usuo11y comfort others 
unless he/she is asked to do so by 
you or other children. 
7. Sponteneous1y cooperetes with 
others whi1e pJeying gemes, working 
on projects and group activities. 
8. Does not cooperate with others 
unless he/she is osked to do so by 
you or other children. 
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Teacher's Rating Scale 
of Child's Actual Competence and Social Acceptance* 
Form P-K 
Child's Name _________ _____ _ ___ Class/Grade ______ Rater 
Instructions: Place the appropriate number indicating how true the statement is for this child in the designated 
~pace to the> right oi each item: 
Not Very True = 1, 
Item Order and 
Description 
1. Good at puzzles 
2. Has lots of friends 
3. Good at swinging 
-1. Gets stars on papers 
5 Stays overnight at fril"nd~ 
b. Good at climbing 
7. Know, names of colors 
ll. Has friends to play with 
<l Can tie shoe 
10. Good at counting 
11. Has friends on plil\'llround 
12. Cood at skipping 
·1 l Knows alphabl"t 
14. Gets asked to plav by other~ 
1 ,. (;ood at runnin11 
1h. Knows first lettt!r oi nanw 
17. Eats dinner at fripnds 
111. Coad ,it hoppmq 
Column (Sub,ral,•l Total: 
Column (Suh,call'l ,\lean: 
(Total Divided bv n) 
Comments: 


























•Parallels the Pictorial Scale of Perceived Competence and Acceptance for Young Children, Susan Harter and Robin Pike, 
University of Denver, 1983. 
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Dear ______ _ 
I am a doctoral student at the Unfversfty of Maryhmd 1nterested in 
knowing more about the social beheYiors of kindergarten children. 1 
cm presently involved in o research study designed to lec,rn more 
about how ch11dren think of and describe themselves and how they 
engage in helping, sharing, comforting, and cooperating behaviors in 
the classroom. 
Eoch chfld will first be observed during the regular classroom 
activities over a period of four weeks. These observations w111 not 
interrupt the regular activities of the classroom and wfll not be 
videotaped. Children will then be asked to participate in individual 
sessions with the researcher in which they will respond to a series of 
pictures presented 1n a game format. This session wfll take Jess than 
twenty minutes and will not interfere with your child's regular 
actiYities. Children find these acttv1t1es to be enjoyable; but of 
course they may choose to decline to pc,rticipate in this activity. 
I am reQuest1ng permission for your chfJd to partfcipate fn this 
study. If you should need any further information please do not 
hesitate to contact me or your child's teacher. 
I gtve permtss1on for my son/daughter ________ _ 
to participate 1n the course of the study outlined above. 
Date of Birth: _ _ 1__/_ 
Month/Day/Vear 
Number of S1bltngs: ___ _ 
Signature _______ _ Date ______ _ 
Thank you for your cooperation. 
Sincerely, 
Tagreed F. Abu Taleb 




T8b1e of Corre18tions 8nd lntercorrelations Among the 
Prosoci81 Beh8Yior, Self-Concept, Teacher 
Ratings 8nd Peer Nomim1tion Variables 
136 
TableG 1 
Com1lati2a MDl[i~ fQ[ er2~iDI BibD~ku, Silf·!&□~iW, JJ!~~i[ Bmiagi, aad eii[ t:f2miaati2a ~il[lablii 
Variables 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
1. SeH Concept 1.00 
2. Physical S.C. .9o· 1.00 
3. Social S.C. _93• _59• 1.00 
4. Personal S.C. .9o· _54• _59• 1.00 
5. TR SeH Concept -.16 -.14 -.28 .16 1.00 
6. TR Cog. Comp. -.20 -.23 -.23 -.09 .47* 1.00 
7. TR Peer Accpt. .15 .04 .03 .21 _73• .18 1.00 
8. TR Physical Comp. -.19 -.11 -.15 .15 _74• .27 _33• 1.00 
9. Prosocial Beh. .21 .24• .11 ,25• -.01 -.24 .10 -.15 1.00 
1 o. T. Spontaneous .27* .3o· .18 ,29• -.03 -.31 .16 -.07 .81 • 1.00 
11. T. Requested .05 -.16 -.02 .09 .03 -.16 -.01 -.16 .73 .19 1.00 
12. T. Helping .01 .05 -.01 -.01 .22 .15 .07 -.02 _54• _34• ,52• 1.00 
13. T. Sharing .11 .14 .13 .04 -.18 .07 -.25 -.41 _49• .36° _41• _34• 1.00 
14. T. Comforting .02 .07 .05 -.08 -.02 .02 .09 -.14 -.07 -.09 -.01 .02 .20 1.00 
15. T. Cooperating .22· .11 _31• .11 -.11 -.40 .14 -.10 .89° .so· _59• .20 .20 -.09 1.00 
16. S. Helping .02 .05 .03 -.03 .2a· .11 .18 .00 .49° _35• .42° .as· ,24• .17 .17 
17. S. Sharing .16 .16 .20 .11 -.13 .10 -.02 -.25 ,47• .42° .3o· .3a· .as· -.o9 .19 
18. S. Comforting .02 .07 .05 -.08 -.02 .02 .10 -.14 -.07 -.09 -.01 .02 -.10 .00 -.09 
19. S. Cooperating .25• .21· .15 ,31 • -.12 -.49 .16 -.01 .51· .as· -.04 -.10 .08 -.12 _75• 
20. A. Helping .00 .04 -.06 .02 .02 .15 -.13 -.03 _31• .12 .41° .s3• .31· -.11 .04 
21. R. Sharing .01 .04 .03 -.10 -.15 .04 -.30 -.35 .29• .11 .41· .14 _74• -.07 .11 
22. R. Comforting .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 
23. A. Cooperating .05 .04 -.01 .12 .05 -.11 .10 -.18 .s1· .16 _93• .36° .20 .04 .63° 
24. TR Prosocial Beh. .06 .04 .00 .13 .43° .22· .35° .16 .16 .16 .09 .11 .17 -.05 .11 
25. TR Spontaneous .14 .15 .14 .11 .22· .15 .46° .17 .01 .18 -.19 -.01 -.01 .03 .02 
26. TR Requested .14 -.14 -.16 -.02 -.02 -.11 -.33 -.02 .15 -.12 .25• .07 .15 -.18 .03 
27. PN Helping -.12 -.02 -.04 -.01 _57• .19 .18 .2s· -.12 -.11 -.15 -.15 .20 -.17 -.16 
28. PN Sharing -.15 -.12 -.19 -.14 .13 -.10 .24• .12 -.15 -.00 -.12 -.35 -.05 .01 .04 
29. PN Comforting .03 -.17 .01 .15 _45• .31° .25• .13 -.02 -.11 .10 .15 .03 -.04 -.16 
30. PN Cooperating .12 .14 .18 .01 _37• .14 .42° .10 -.14 -.00 -.22 -.13 -.14 -.01 -.14 
31 . PN Total .02 .02 .01 _.Q_Q__ ,41• .20 .40· .22· -.13 -.07 -.12 -.14 .00 -.11 -.10 
-~ ...... 
Table G 1 (Continued} 
Variables 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 
16. S. Helping 1.00 
17. S. Sharing _31• 1.00 
18. S. Comforting .09 -.09 1.00 
19. S. Cooperating -.12 .08 -.16 1.00 
20. R. Helping .19 .21· -.11 -.02 1.00 
21 • R. Sharing .03 .29• -.07 .04 .24• 1.00 
22. R. Comforting .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 
23. R. Cooperating .4o· .19 .04 -.05 .07 .11 .00 1.00 
24. TR Prosocial Beh. .oo .18 -.05 .13 ,24• .11 .00 .01 1.00 
25. TR Spontaneous .03 .02 .03 .18 -.06 -.05 .00 -.18 .05 1.00 
26. TR Requested -.03 .06 -.18 -.13 .18 .15 .00 .20 .22· .15 1.00 
27. PN Helping -.02 .19 -.17 -.15 -.15 .16 .00 -.13 .25* .30* -.21 1.00 
28. PN Sharing -.18 .12 .01 .18 -.26 -.17 .oo -.01 .20 .28* -.21 .22· 1.00 
29. PN Comforting .10 -.15 -.04 -.14 .01 .17 .00 .14 .11 .21· -.24 .33° .23° 1.00 
30. PN Cooperating -.16 -.19 -.01 .10 .04 -.22 .00 -.21 .34* .62° -.51 .45° .37* .21· 1.00 
31. PN Total -.10 .05 -.11 -.10 -.12 -.19 .00 -.19 .33* .55* -.44 .72* .63* .62° .BO* 1.00 
tmll. S.C. • Self-Concept; TR• Teacher Ratings; Cog. Comp •• Cognitive Competence; Accpt. -Acx:eptance; Beh. • Behavior 
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